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INTRODUCTION 
In early 1978, an extensive investigation was initiated by the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministMion Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA/GSFC) in conjunction with the General Electric 
Company (G.E.) to evaluute nine of the most important nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd) aerospace cell 
designs that had been used during the previous decade. The need for a comprehensive evaluation was 
fully recognized !;ince a review of the cell design history indkated that Ihe cells that were in use 
bore only a slighl resemblance 10 Ihose used in the first salellite applicalions. The changes Ihltl had 
occurred in the cells {"ould be attribuled to a number of facters: the desire 10 improve energy density, 
the IIL'cd for longer life, the need to improve production yield, the desire 10 enhance cell perfor-
mance, and the competitive drive to meet the cUSlomer's requirements. Many of Ihe changes had 
been tested and evaluated by various users but there was never a systematic approach to compare the 
relalive merits of each design. The objeclive of Ihis report IS, therefore, 10 present the lest results 
and conclu~i()ns drawn from the Design Variable Program. 
APPROACH 
It was necessary to choose a tesl cell with II proven heritage and a physical design similur to Ihat of 
other widely used aerospace cells. For thes1 reasons Ihe G.E. 12ah cell was sele~ted as the Design 
Variable test cell. It had been used in the past with much success and because its design is much 
like t~at of the 6ah and 20ah cell designs used by the GSFC. Ihe dala collected could be adapled 
with confidence 10 those cells. 
DeSCription of Design Variables 
Fight of the most frequently used designs and one proposed design were selected as Ihe design 
·;ariables to be tested in this Program. Thus, a Control group and 8 design groups of 6 cells per 
group were manufaclured. A discussion of each group is as follows: 
I. Control: This group represents G.E. 's basic aerospace design and processes as of 1978. The 
positives of these cells were subjected to cadmium treatment (PQ) as is indicative of G.E. 's process 
since 1970. The loading was somewhat lighter than normally used by G.E. during this lime-frame. 
These lighter levels were chosen because the GSFC had recently procured 2 Ilighl lots (fUE) wilh 
this design. The cells were manufacutred with nonwoven nylon separator (Pelion 2505) and all cells 
received the decarbonation treatment. 
2. Tellon: These cells are Identical 10 the control with the exception thai the negatives were treated 
with tellon to level II. As a result these cells also contain slightly more KOH than the Control. 
3. Silver: This group is identical to the Control except the r.egatives had silver treatment and, as 
with Tellon, slightly more KOH. 
4. Light Load.!!!ll: The plates of this group have lighter loading (jess uctive 111aterial) t1.m those of 
the previous 3 groups. These plates are from the ~ame impregnation post as '~e Control but are. from 
different spirals. The purpose of this group was to evaluate a further reduction of plate loading with 
respect to initial and life benefits. Though no tellon or silver treatments were used, these cells con-
tain 5cc more electrolyte than the Control cells. 
5. No PQ: This group is identical to the Control except that the positives were not subjected to the 
PQ treatment. The positive plates are from the same impregnation post as the Control but from dif-
ferent spirals. The negative plates are from the same spiral as the Contrd. 
I 
6. Polypropylene: This group contains all of the dcsign parametcrs of the Control except that 
polypropylene separator material was used in place of nylon. 
7. A.K.-Old Process: This design is indicative of cells made during thc middle sixties, i.e., the 
cells are made with \he plate design and processes of that em. Specifically, no PQ trentmcnt was 
used, the negatives were not depleted during the flooded cell test, and there was no decarbonation. 
Also, the plate design was different than the CJntrol and there was no precharge adjustment made to 
the cells 
8. A.K.-Prcsent Process: This group contains the same plate lot as the A.K.-Old Process. 
However, these cells were processed using the same aerospace procedures and practices as the 
Control. 
9. Electrochemical: This design contains electrochemically impm!!nated positives. All other vari-
ables are identical to the Control. This was an eurly allempt by the G.E. Company to use elec-
trochemical impregnation in cell manufacture. 
Each Design Variable group contained two signal electrode cells. One signal electrode was the stall-
dard G. E. tctlonated elec' :ude that had been in usc though 1983. The ether electrode was of a new 
G.E. design and was designated the "Heart-Pacer Signal Electrodc." The old G.E. standard was dis-
continued in 1983 and the "Heart Pacer Electrode" is now used acros~ the board. Details concerning 
the design and perfonnance of these two type5 of signal electrodes have been documented (REF. 5). 
Test Program 
The specifications of each of the designs discussed in the previous section were incorporated into a G.E. 
Manufacturing Control Document (MCD) following discussion and approval at the GSFC. G.E. then used 
this document to fabricate and acceptance test the cells. After review of the acceptance test data, the cells 
were accepted by the GSFC and were shipped to the NASA BaileI)' Test Facility at the Naval Wear,lOS 
Support Center (NWSC) in Crane, Indiana where the Design Variable Test Progllm1 was carried oUL 
The te~t program consisted of 2 segments (figure I). Fin;! an Initial Evaluation Program was LOn-
ducted. Initial evaluation tests were perfonned in order to characterize each cell, to compare initial 
behavior, and to detect any manut:1cturing defects overlooked during acceptance testing. These tests 
were repeated on I cell from each design after I year of cycling and on all cells remaining in each 
group at the end of cycling. The repetitions were carried out in order to compare perfonnancc and 
degradation hased on the same criteria at different points during the life of the cells . 
• INITIAL EVAlUA1,ON TESTS" 
• LEAK TESTS 
• CAPACITY TESTS 
• INTERNAL RESISTANCE AND SHORT TEST 
• CHARGE RETENTION TESTS 
• CHARGE EFFICIENCY TEST 
• OVERCHARGE TESTS 
• PRESSURE VS. CAPACITY TESTS 
• LOW EARTH ORBIT ';YCL!NG 
"TESTS REPEATED AFTER 1 YEAR CYCLING ANO AT END OF PROGRAM 
Figure I. Design Variable Test Program 
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n 
The second segment and principle part of the Design Variable Program was extended c/cling in the 
low earth orbit (LEO) regime (table I). A higher depth of discharge (DOD) than is nomlally seen in 
Low Earth orbit (40%) was selected in order to obtain observable results as quickly as possible. 
Table I 











9.6 amps to a voltage limit 
(1.453V Ice II typica\) 
9.6 amps 
MANUFACTURlfI!a DATA 
Basic Cell Design Summary 
The test cells were of the standard G.E. 12ah design and contigunltion. Figure 2 shows an outline of 
the basic cell design. The :\esign contains II positive plates, 12 negative plates, and othcr features as 
follows: 
I. Nickel braze, ceramic to-metal seal (positive and negative temlinals), 








Figure 2. Cell Design Oul\il;~ 
The Design Variable cells were purchased rom a.E. under NASA contract #NAS5-23783 to NASA 
specification 74-15000, "Specification for the Manufacturing of Aerospace Nic:.~I-Cadmium Storage 
Cells." A total of 54 cells were ordered. The cells were manufactured according to a. E. MCD 232 
A2222AA-54, Revision 18. The a.E. catalog numoor for the cells was 42B012AB29. 
3 
Physical MeasureIllP"~ 
A summaI)' of the physical properties of the plates of each design group is shown in table 2. 
Table 2 
Electrode Physical M/:asurements 
. 
GROUP PHYSlCAL rO~',ITIVE NEGATIVE PARAMETE~ 
.-
Typical Length 2.998 in. to 3.001 in. 2.999 in. to 3.('02 in. 
(7 .615 ~m to 7.673 cm) (7.618 cm to 7.625 cm) 
Typical Width 2.755 in. to 2.758 in. 2.754 in. to 2.758 in. 
(6.998 cm to 7.ooS cm) (6.995 cm to 7.005 cm) 
Control Thic~'ess (,YP) 0.027 in. (0.069 cmj 0.031 in. (0.079 cm) 
Teflon 0.027 in. (0.069 cm) 0.031 in. (0.079 cm) 
Silver 0.027 in. (0.069 cm) 0.031 in. (0.079 cm) 
Light Loading 0.027 in. (0.069 cm) 0.Q31 in. (0.079 cm) 
No PQ 0.027 ill. (0.069 cm) 0.Q31 in. (0.079 cm) 
Pol ypropy lene 0.027 in. (0.069 cm) 0.Q31 in. (0.079 cm) 
A.K.-Old 0.032 in. (0.081 cm) 0.026 in. (0.066 cm) 
A.K.-Pres. 0.032 in. (0.081 cm) 0.026 in. (0.066 cm) 
Electrochem 0.029 in. (0.074 cm) 0.031 in. (0.079 cm) 
Electrochemical Cleaning and Testing (ECT) Oat!! 
ECT is a flooded test of tempoml)' cells in which the capacities of the positive and negative plate arc 
determined. Table 3 shows the avemge, maximum, and minimum capacities obtained for each design 
group. 
Sepamtor Analysis 
The sepamtor used on all groups except the Polypropylene group was Pelion 2505, Lot no. 292j~, 
Roll no. I. The G.E. specification for the sepamtor was A50·PB-112. The polypropylene sepamtor 
used was GAF, Lot no. 5382. The G.E. specification was A50-PB-116. To meet the requirements of 
74-15000, the separator was tested as per G.E. Q.P.1. 701.07, Revision 5. A summaI)' of the results 
of the sepamtor test is shown in table 4. 
KOH Quantity 
The final KOH qu~.ntity varied from group to group because of the different performance properties 
caused by each valiable and loading level. The cliteria for determining the amount of KOH was to 






The overcharge pressure design goal was 30 to 75 psia, The tinal KOH quantities und loading levels 
are showll in table 5, 
Table 3 
ECT Plate Capacity Results 
POSITIVE CAPACITY (Ah) NEGATIVE CAPACITY (ah) 
GROUP --
AVG, MAX, MIN AVG, MAX, MIN, 
~. 
Control 16.;)4 16,20 15,80 28.02 28,;0 27,30 
Teflon 16.04 16,2r 15,80 28,02 28,50 27,30 
Silver 16.04 16,20 15,80 28,02 28,50 27,30 
Light Loading 13,83 14,10 13.68 24.95 25.40 24,63 
NO PQ 15,63 15,76 15,58 27.88 28,51 27,34 
Polyprop 16,04 16,20 15,80 28,02 28,50 27,30 
A,K,-Old 19,78 19,96 19,67 - I - I - I 
A,K,-Pres, 19,55 19.82 19,33 24,37 26.24 23,31 
Electrochem 13.87 15,07 13.12 28.53 30.44 26.59 









Sepamtor Test Results 
TEST PELLON 2505 AVG. VALUE 
Air permeability 272.4 ft3/min/ft2 
Thickness dry 0,0147 in, 
Thickness wet 0,0139 in, 
Electrolyte retention 95,2% 
Electrolyte porosity 49,3% 
Wettability 5 min.+ 
Tensile strength at break 
Dry 182,52 Kg/in.2 
After 24 hr. soak in 34 % KOH 147,38 Kg/in,l 
% Organic 0,63% 
% Inorganic 1.02% 
5 
AVERAGE 
























KOH QUANTITY, LOADING, AND PRECHARGE 
KOH QUANTITY, CC LOADING g/dllr' PRECHARGE ADJUST I GROUP NON 3n1/3n1 POS, NEG All % EXC. NEG. 
Control 40/40 2095 2180 4.6 38.4 
Tellon 48/49 2095 2180 4.6 38.4 
Silver 43/44 2095 2180 4.6 38.4 
Light Loading 45/46 1840 1833 4.6 41.4 
No PQ 40/41 2113 2180 4.6 37.6 
Polypropylene 39/40 2095 2180 4.6 38.4 
A.K.-Old 38/39 2130 2542 --- ---
A.K.-Pres. 39/40 2130 2542 1.8 37.3 
Electrochem 48/--- 12762 2280 5.8 39.6 
IBased on 228 cc O/2Ah. 
2By hydrute pickup, not hydrute reduction. 
Prccharge 
Precharge was set by the o~ygen incremental venting technique. The cell procurement specification, 
74-15000, required the precharge to be \·'t to 4u±5 percent of the excess negative. The final 
precharge adjust data is shown in tablc ~ 
INITIAL EVALUATION TESTS 
The Design Variable Cell Initial Evaluation Program was perfonned at the Naval Weapons Suppon 
Center in Crane, Indiana under NASA Purchase Olller S-57075 AG. The initial purpt'se of this evalua-
tion test program was to insure that all cells put into the life cycle program were of hig:, quality oy 
screening those cells found to have electrolyte leakage, internal shons, low capacity, or the inability to 
recover an oJYm-cireuit voltage of I. 15 volts during the internal shon test. The reevaluations at the I 
year point and at the end of cycling were done in onler to compare back to the initial data. 
All evaluation tests were perfonned at room ambient (RAJ pressure a"d temperuture (25°±2'C) with 
discharges at the 2-hour rdte, unless otherwise specified, and consisted of the following: 
a. phenolphthalein leak tests (2), 
b. three capacity tests, the thilll at 20°C; with internal resistance measurements made during the seco~, 
c. signal electrode characterization test, 
d. charge retention test at 20°C, 
e. internal shon test, 
f. charge efficiency test at 20°C, 
g. overcharge t(:sts at oec and 35"C, 
h. pressure versas capacity test, 
i. phenolphthalein leak test. 




Evulualion Tesl Resulls 
Thc summary dala sheels for Ihe inilial cvalu~lion lesl.~ fur all groups III Ihe hcginning and end of 
life (BOL and EOL) lire ~,rovided in Appendix 2 und AppcmJix 3 rcspcclivcly. Summury dala ,heels 
from Ihe I year rcpelilion 'Ire. "I aVllilable. BOL &. EOL cleclrical p~rf0I111anCe lesl dalll is sUm-
mariled in lables 6-8 alld 9-11 rcspeclively. From Ihis sunullury of dalu. conclusions can be dmwn 
uboul Ihe pcrfonllance of each design group. Discussion will be limiled 10 Ihe 25°C Capacily Tes!. 
25°C Overcharge Tesl. lind Ih,! O°C Overcharge Tes!. 
Table 6 
BcginninA of Life Inilial EvaluUlion TeSI Dala Avcmges 
Comrol, Silver Tellon , 
CONTROL SILVER TEFLON 
CHARGE/DCH. EOC EOC DCH. EOC EOC DCH. EOC EOC DCH. @ C/2 VOLTS PSIA Ah OUT VOLTS PSIA Ah OUT VOLTS PSIA Ah OUT 
C/20. 48 hrs .. 25"C 1.453 16 16.1 1.437 19 15.S 1.441 
CliO. 24 hrs .• 25°C 1.460 37 15.3 1.453 35 14.8 1.455 
CliO. 24 hrs .. 20°C 1.469 48 14.8 1.461 42 14.2 1.465 
CliO. 24 hrs , 20°CI 1.470 56 13.5 1.463 39 13.0 1.470 
C/40. 20 hrs., 20°C2 1.372 4 3.7 1.373 7 4.6 1.373 
C/20, 60 hrs., O°C 1.496 45 14.5 1.483 36 13.9 1.493 
CliO, 24 hrs .. 35°C 1.418 37 15.9 1.417 17 16.1 1.417 
Open Circuil 
End-of-I week I 1.326 4 1.332 8 1.329 
24 hrs. uncr 16 hrs. short 1.250 4 1.257 7 1.250 
'Charge relenlion lesl 2Chargc cfJicicncy Icsl. 6.0 Ah inpul 
Table 7 
Beginning of Life Inilial Evalualion Tesl Dala Avemges 










LIGHT LOADING NO PQ POLYPROPYLENE 
CHARGE EOC EOC DCH. EOC EOC DCB. EOC EOC DCH. 
__ YOLTS PSIA Ah OUT VOLTS PSIA Ah OUT VOLTS PSIA Ah OUT 
C/20, 48 Ius., 25°C 1.441 20 14.3 1.447 13 16.3 1.443 16 16.1 
CliO, 24 hrs., 25°C 1.457 29 13.7 1.455 26 16.0 1.458 39 15.5 
CliO, 24 hrs .. 20°C 1.466 34 13.6 1.466 52 15.0 1.471 66 15.1 
CliO. 24 hrs .. 20°CI 1.467 42 12.5 1.468 58 13.7 1.475 77 13.8 
C/40, 20 hrs., 20°C2 1.376 III 3.9 1.375 4 4.1 1.374 6 4.3 
e/20, 60 hrs., O°C 1.491 37 13.1 1.506 37 14.8 1.497 69 14.8 
CliO, 24 hrs., 35°C 1.423 35 14.1 1.402 34 14.1 1.415 24 16.0 
Opcn Circuil 
End-of-1 week I 1.319 10 1.315 5 1.330 6 
24 hrs. aflcr 16 hrs. short 1.238 10 1.259 4 1.247 6 
'Charge relenlion lesl 2Charge efficiency lesl, 6.0 Ah inpul 
7 
Tuhle H 
Beginning of Life Inilial Evalualion Tesl Daw Avemges 
A.K.-Old. A.K.-Prcscnl. Elcclrodlelll 
A.K.-OLD A K.-PRESENT 
CHARGE mc EOC DCH. EOC EOC DCH. 
VOLTS PSIA Ah OUT VOLTS PSIA Ah OUT 
C/20, 411 1m .. 25'C 1.452 14 18.6 1.452 14 15.7 
CliO, 24 hrs .. 25'C 1.463 )0 18.0 1.463 19 18.1 
CliO, 24 hrs .. 20'C 1.477 26 17.7 1.480 34 17.8 
CliO, 24 hrs .. 20'C I 1.477 37 15.2 1.480 40 15.4 
C/40, 20 hrs., 20"C2 1.370 6 3.6 1.369 9 3.1 
C/20. 60 hrs., O'C 1.578 68 16.8 1.58 I 66 16.1 
CII 0, 24 hrs .. 35'C 1.396 52 14.5 1.397 40 14.7 
Open Circuil 
End-of-I week I 1.308 7 1.308 II 
24 hrs. allcr 16 hrs. shon 1.263 (, 1.259 9 
, 
Ictl.:rge relenlion lesl 
2CllUrge cfliciency lesl. 6.0 Ah inpul 
Table 9 
End of Life Inilial Evalualion Tesl Dala Averages 
Conlrol, Silver, Teflon 
".,-"'-
CONTROL 
CHARGE EOC EOC DCB. 
VOLTS PSIA Ah OUT 
C/20, 48 hrs .. 25'C 1.450 
CliO, 24 hrs .. 25'C 1.461 
CliO, 24 hn;., 20'C 1.482 
CliO, 24 11rS .. 20'C I 1.476 
C/40, 20 hI'S., 20'C2 1.372 
C/20, 60 hrs., O'C 1.510 
CliO, 24 hI'S., 35'C 1.438 
Open Circuil 
End -01'- I week I 1.303 
24 hrs. after 16 hI'S. short .. -3 
IChargc relenlion lesl 














EOC EOC DCH. 
VOLTS PSIA Ah OUT 
I.·BB 36 10.1 
1.447 52 10.4 
1.457 55 10.3 






3 ___ 3 
---
3 










EOC EOC DCH. 
VOLTS PSIA Ah 01):', 
-''''-1 
1.446 32 10,'/ I 
1.435 32 10.1 
1.444 40 10.1 
1.443 36 9.0 
1.377 12 3. I 
1.494 46 10.2 




EOC EOC DCH. 
VOLTS PSIA Ah OUT 
1.436 44 11.5 
1.450 72 Ii .7 
1.467 74 11.4 
1.465 70 9.6 
1.374 i6 3.B 
1.497 59 10.3 




C/20. 48 Ius .• 25·C 
ClIO. 24 hrs .• 25·C 
ClIO. 24 hn .• 20·C 
ClIO. 24 hrs .. 20·C' 
C/40. 20 hrs .• 20·C2 
C/20. 60 hrs .• O·C 




End of Cycling Initial Evaluation Tcst Data Awruges 
Light Loading. Nu PQ. Polypropylenc 
LIGHT LOADING NO pQl 
EOC EOC DCH. EOC EOC DCH. 
VOLTS PSIA Ah OUT VOLTS PSIA Ah OUT 
1.431 31 9.9 --- --- ---
1.455 39 10.1 --- --- ---
1.476 41 9.9 --- --- ---
1.471 40 8.3 --- --- ---
1.385 19 3.7 --- --- ---
1.512 34 9.3 --- --- ---
1.434 J2 10.5 --- --- ---
1.293 20 --- ---
24 hrs. after 16 hIS. short 1.183 19 --- ---
-_. 
3Shortcd cells 'Charge retention lest 
2Charge efficicncy tcst, 6.0 Ah input 
Table II 
End of Cycling Initial Evaluation Test Da._. A \'crugcs 
A.K.-Old, A.K.-Prescnt, Elcctrochcm 
A.K.-OLD A.K. PRESENT 
--
POLYPROPYLENE 
EOC EOC DCH. 
VOLTS PSIA t\h OUT 
1.436 16 8.25 
1.447 1<; 8.25 
1.447 14 6.85 
1.444 I i 
---
3 
1.389 4 3.4 
1.505 8 5.9 
1.394 9 6.7 
1.231 4 
---
3 ___ 3 
ELECTROCHEM 
CHARGE EOC EOC DCH. EOC EOC DCH., EOC EOC DCH. 
VOLTS I'SIA Ah OUT VOLTS PSIA Ah OUT YELTS PSIA Ah OU_'!:. 
C/20, 48 hrs., 25·C 1.424 21 10.4 1.470 24 13.2 1.448 21 10.b 
CliO, 24 hrs .• 25·C 1.5204 
ClIO, 24 hrs., 200C 1.5204 
ClIO, 24 hrs., 20''::' 1.5204 
C/40. 20 hrs., 20"c1 1.376 
C/20. 60 hrs., O°C 1.6025 
ClIO. 24 hrs., 35"C 1.412 
Open Circuit 
End-of-I week' 1.302 
24 hrs. aftcr 16 hI'S. short 1.197 
'Charge retention test 











11.5 1.5204 20 12.5 1.485 19 10.5 
11.0 1.5204 19 11.7 1.497 18 10.1 
g,8 1,5204 18 9, I 1.496 17 9.0 
3,6 1.385 18 4.0 1.383 17 3.4 
9.1 1,6085 42 9.6 1.550 41 9.0 
12.1 1.391 37 12.1 1.472 20 10.4 




3 ___ 3 
---
3 
4 Ah in. to 1.520 volt cut-off 




~5 'C Capacity Test Results 
The room ambicnt capacity tr!:t consisted of a churge at the 20-hour rate for 48 hours foliowl:d by a 
disf;harge at the 2-hour mtl! tn 0.7 volts per cell. The initial. I year, and end-of-cycling capadties 
are shown in Table 12. 
This data imlicates that the capacity loss for most group, to the end-of-cycling (3 to 4 yenrs) was 
betwecn 24 percent and 35 percent excluding the Polypropylene, Electrochemical and No PQ groups. 
Thiny-nine perccnt of the initial tested capacity of the Polyropylenc group was lost within the firsl 
year under the LEO cycling regime. This firsl year capacily loss was Ihe grealest amon!! any of the 
groups as was Ihe IOtal capacity If)sS of 49 percenl at Ihe end of 3 years of cycling. Conversely, Ihe 
Eleclrochemical group appears 10 have losl Ihe leasl capacity wilh a loss of only 2 percenl OIl the 
cnd-of-cycling. This is misleading, however, because this group remained on lesl for nnly 2.5 years 
(14000 cycles), and Ihere was no I-year lest poinl available for comparison. 
The J\lo PQ group remained on lest for 4 years (13300 cyclcs) lind had losl the Icasl amount of 
capacily of any giOUp OIl Ihe I year point. (only 6 percent) bUI covld not bc recharged after Ihe end-
of-cycling and. Iherefore nl} capacity data point was oblJined. The olher groups thaI remained on 
lesl for 4 years. Conlrol and A.K.-Old Process. showed avcl"dgc cupacily perfonnance n;)1 only 10 Ihe 
I .year poinl shuwing 21 percenl and 16 percent capacil)' lusses respectively. bUI also 10 Ihe end-uf-












I No one year tes!. 













Initial Evaluation Tests 













I YEAR EOL 
(Ah) (Ah) 
12.1 10.6 (4 yrs) 
12.5 10.1 (3 yrs) 
12.1 II .5 (3 yrs) 
11.6 10. I (3 yrs) 
15.1 ---2 (4 yrs) 
9.5 M.O (3 yrs) 
14.9 11.5 (4 yr.) 
IR.O 12.5 (3 yrs) ~ 
---
I 10.6 (2.5 yrs) 
25°C Overcharge Test Results 
The 25"(; overcharge test consisted of a constant current "harge at the IO-hour rdte for ~4 hours. 
Th~ initial. I year. and end-of-cycling end-of-charge (EOe) voltages reached during this test for all 
design groups are presented in Table 13. Groups I. 2. l. 5. 6. and 9 showed lillie or no change in 
the EOC voltage levels during life. The voltages reached by these groups were in the l10nnul range 
for aerospace Ni-Cd cells and ranged from 1.454 volts to 1.465 volts. Of the groups mentioned 
above. the Control group showed the highest voilage eltch time tested followed by Polypropylene and 
the A.K.-Old Process group. 
Group 4. Light Loading. initially had an averalle EOC test voltage of 1.458 volts but when the test was 
repeated at the I-yeur point the test voltage had risen to 1.477 volts. HoweY<" the Enc voltage at the 
end-of-cycling was again in the nominal range. Group 8. A.K.-Prescnt Proc's>. 'ilso showed an EOC 
voltage rise at the I year point with a voltage of 1.520 vohs causing the charge to be stopped 
prematurely. unlike Light Loading. however. an abnomJally high EOC voltage remained lit the end-ol~ 
cycling indkating that these cells were "negative limited" and had been so since before the I year 
retest. The A.K.-Old PlllCess group. even though it was made with the same plate as Group 8. surpris-
ingly showed no signs of being "negative limited" until the remaining cell:; were testcd at the end-of-
cycling (4 years). This difference. therefo.c. must be due to the differences in the plate processing 
techniques used on each group. Both gillups initiall), had a lower nq;ative to positive mtio than the other 
gillups by design and so from the beginning po~sessed a strong 'endency to becoming "negative 
limited." In uddition to this. the plate limning or ECT pllJcess which pennits a longer reversal time and 
additional prcchurge adjustment. callsed the amount of excess negative in the group to be reduced to a 
much greater extent thun in the old pillcess group. The effect of less exccss negative is a rise in voltage 























Initial Evaluation Tests 













'Test terminated at 23.4 Ah in. due to hil;h voltage. 
2No One year test. 
3Would not accept charge. 
4Test terminated at 17 Ah in. due !O high voltage. 
5Test terminated at 15 Ah in. due to high voltage. 
II 
I YEAR EOL 










1.480 -- ... 
onc Overchurge Te:.t Results 
The O'C overcharge test consisted of a constant current churge 'a the 20-hour mil: for 60 hours. The 
initial EOC voltage:.. nnd the I yeur and end-of-cycling EOr and pea! voltuges ure presented in 
Table 14. 
The O'C overcharge test produced contrasts of a much great~r magnitude between the groups on test 
than did the 25'C test. Results showed that by the I year retest the Light Loading. No PQ. 
Polypropylene. A.K.-Old Process. und A.K.-Pres(·nt Procesll groups ull had higher than nomml peak 
and EOC voltages which indicated they may ~.ave become "negative limited." In fact. the charge 
was stopped prematurely on each of the,;c groups because of high voltage or pressure. By contmst. 
the Tellon group showed the lowest peak voltage at 1.529 volts of any group at I year tllllowed by 
Silver at 1.546 vult. and the Control at 1.552 volts. 
At the end-of-cyclinp only the A.K.-Present Process and A.K.-OIJ Process groups had high EOC 
voltage and therefore. were the only groups which appeared to be "negative limited" at the end-of-
cycling. This agreed with the results obtained during the 25 'C overcharge test. The Tellon group 
showed many intemlittent shorts dunng this test at the e'ld-of-cycling and thus. the data obtained is 
not valid and. in fact. represents only I of the 4 cells; the others could nol be recharged. The NI) 
PQ group possessed internal shons prior 10 the stan of the end-of-cycling evaluation tests as was dis-
cused previow,'y. 





No PQ 3H 
Polypropylene 31 
AK-Old Proc 3J 
AK-Pres Proc 3K 
Electrochem 3L 
Table 14 
Initial Evalualion Tests 
O'C Overcharge Test 
INITIAL I YEAR 























'Tenninated due to high voltage (voltage exceeded 1.56V for 2 hrs.). 
2Tenninated due to high pressure (>100 PSIA). 
lNo one year test. 
4 All cells in Tellon Group showed imenniltenl shorts. 
5Would not accepl churge. 
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LOW EARTH ORBIT CYCLING TEST RESULTS 
Following the Initial Evaluation Test sequence discussed earlier. each design group was placed in the 
LEO life cycling regime outlined in Table I. Individual cell lailure criteria during cycling was defined 
as: end-or-discharge (EOD) voltage "'0. 75V. EOC voltage ~ 1.52 V. or internal cell plcssure ~ 100 
psig. A summary of the individual cell lailures is given in Table 15 by cycle number. 
Table 15 
LEO Cycling Ccll Failure/Rcmoval Record 
_. 
CYCLE VARIABLE PACK FAILURE MODE/REASON FOR Ra.1QVAL NO. NO. 
248 AK-Old Proc 3J Cell 4 removed . high EOC voltage (1.525V) 
~008 AK-Pres Proc 3K Cell 5 removed - high EOC voltage ~ 1.52V 
2459 AK-Prcs Proc 3K Cell I removed - hi.gll EOC voltage ~ 1.52V 
9022 Electrochem 3L Cell 4 removed - low EOD vollage (-0.17V) 
10200 AK-Pres Proc 3K Cell la failed - low EOD voltage "'0.75V 
10268 AK-Pres Proc 3K Cell I a removed - shoned 
14517 Teflon :IE Cell 4 failed - low EOD voltage "'0.75V not removed 
14728 Polypropylene 31 Cell 3 failed - low EOD voltage "'0.75V not removed 
15700 Pol) ropylene 31 Cell 2 failed - low EOD voltage ... 0.75V not removed 
16149 Teflon 3E Cell 2 failed - low EOD voltage ... 0.75V not removed 
21103 Control 3D All cells failed - low EOD voltage ... 0.75V not removed 
Capacity Performance 
A direct comparison or capacity performance of each of the groups during cycling proved to be very 
beneficial to the evaluation of each design variable. Capacity checks were performed on each group 
at 6 month intervals through two years and then yearly to the end of cycling. In order to reduce the 
reconditioning effect on the capacity measurements, a progressive sequence of cells undergoing the 
checks was used. i.e" cell I at six months, cells I and 2 at one year, cells I. 2 and 3 at 18 months. 
cells I. 2. 3. and 4 at two years. and all cells from that point on. 
The data from each capacity cycle (6 mo .• I yr.. 18 mo .• 2 yrs., 3 yrs.) for all 9 design groups is 
presented in Figures 3 to 12. Th.: odd numbered figures have the data from the Control, Teflon. 
Silver, Light and No PQ groups while the even numbered figures hi'.ve the Control (for comparison). 
Polypropylene. A.K.-Old Process, A.K.-Present Process, and Electrochem. A 4 year capacity plot 
for the Control, No PQ, and A.K.-Old Process groups is shown in Figure 13. From the plots it is 
obvious that the above 3 groups maintained a greater amount of capacity than any of the other 
groups tested and of those J. the No PQ group performed the best. 
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DESIGN VARIABLE PROGRAM - 6 MONTH CAP. CHECK 
CRANE PACKS 3D-3H, 40'1 DOD, 9.6 AMP DIS., 20C 
PACK JO PACK JE PACK JF PACK JG PACK JH 


















0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 '6 '8 
CAPACITY - AH 
Figure 3. 6·Month Capacity Check 3D·3H 
DESIGN VARIABLE PROGRAM - 6 MONTH CAP. CHECK 
CRANE PACKS 3D, 31-L, 40'1 DOD, 9.6 A DIS, 20(; 
20 
f'ACK 3D PACK 31 PACK 3J PACK 'K PACK 3L 
CONTROL POLVPROP 68.NO CO,OLO 6B,NOCD,r'RE'; ELI:.~lROCHEM 
CELL VOLTS 
\',,--.. '. . ......... . 
------- "-"-"-~ 
'-.. --" '\ 
", \\ 
\ \ 
\ ': \ 
\ 
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 ,. '6 
CAPACITY - AH 








,)h.G!N!l.L PIW.I[ \S 
,)F POOfl QU,'\LlTY 
DESIGN VARIABLE PROGR,AM - I 
CRANE PACKS 30-3H, 40% DOD, 
PACK 3D PACK JE PACIo: ':\F' 
CONTROL TEFlON SILVER 
YEAR CAP. CHfCK 
9.0 AMP DIS., :'OC 
PACK JG PI,CK 3H 
LICHT NO 1'0 










.4 --';--:-' ---;:----';;' C-~';;-----;'';;----::';-' ---:'::' --:,;':---.::! o 2 4 6 8' 10 12 14 16 18 20 
CAPACITY - AH 
Figure 5. 1 Year Capacity Check 3D-3H 
DESIGN VARIABLE PROGRAM - 1 YEAR CAP. CHeCK 
CRANE PACKS 3D, 31-L, 40% DOD, 9.6 A DIS, 20C 
PACK 3D PACK 31 PACK 3J PACK 3K PACK 3L 
CONTROL r OLYPROP S8,NO CD,OLD B8,NOCD,PRES ELECTROCHEM 
C!iLL VOLTS _______________ _ 
1.4 ;=::...:==--- ----, 
, 
1,3, ~\"--"-1 2 1.1 
- --~.~- ------- -----
1.0 




.8 \\ , 







4 , , , , , , 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
CAPACITY - AH 
Figure 6. 1 Year Capacity Check 3D. 31-3L 
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OF SIGN VARIABLE PROGRAM - 18 MONTH Cf,P. CllfCK 
~PANE PACKS 3D-3H, 40% DOD, 9.6 AMP DIS., lac 
PACI'; JD PACK JE" PACK Jr PACK JG PACK ,lH 
CO~: (ROl TtF'lON SILVEn UGH r NO PO 
CELL VOLTS 
\ \ 
: ~'-'------'--' -''-''--''-'--' -,~.-~ 
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
CAPACITY - AH 
Figure 7, 18 Month Capacity Check 3D-3H 
l'cG'SN VAI-'IABLE PROGRAM - 18 t,lONTH CAP. Ct·ECK 
CRANE P/·CKS 3D, 31-L, 40% DOD, 9.6 A DIS, ?OC 
PACK 3D Pl,CK 31 PACK 3J PACK JK PACK 3L 











o 2 4 6 8 '0 12 14 16 1 B 20 
CAPACITY - AH 
Figure 8. 18 Month Capacity Check 3D, 31-3L 
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DESIGN V~RI/IBLE PROGRAM - 2 YEAR CAP. CHI'CK 
CRANE PACKS 30-3H. 407. ~OD. 9.6 AMP DIS .. /OC 
PACK 30 PACK JE PACK Jf' PACK JO PACK JH 
CONTROL TEfLON SILVER LIGHT NO PO 









, ~O --2~---7.\--~6:--~";--~1:'::0:---"1 '2:----:','':-. --:,"'.6----,,:'::.8:--·20 
CAPACITY .. AH 
Figure 9. 2 Year Capacity Check 3D-3H 
DESIGN \~RIABLE PROGRAM - 2 '. EAR C.AP. CH'CK 
CRANE P,'CI<S 3D. 31-L. 407. DOD. 9.6 .A DIS. :OC 
PACK 3D P,'.CK 31 PACK 3J PACK JV PAC~' JL 
CONTROL PO. YPROP S8,NO CD,OLD 68,NOCD,PPES ELECiROCHEM 
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CAPACITY - AH 










DESIGN VARIABLE PROGRAM - 3 YEAR CAP. CHECK 
CRANE PACKS 3D-3H, 407. DOD, 9.6 AMP DIS .. 20C 
PACK 3D PACK 3E PACK 3F PACK 30 PACK 3H 
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1',,\ '''\ 
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 I. 16 
CAPACITY - AH 
Figure II. 3 Year Capacity Check 3D-3H 
DESIGN V.\RIABLE PROGRAM - 3 YEAR CAP. CHfCK 
CRANE PACKS 3D, 31-K, 40% DOD, 9.6 A DIS, ?OC 
18 
PACK 3D PACK 31 PACK 3J PACY 3K 
CONTROL POLYPROP a8.NO CO,DLD 6B,NaCO.PRES 
CELL VOLTS 
~ '. , , ' \ \\ 
.' 
\ \ \ 
\ \"" \ \ '-, 







.4~_~_~ __ 7-_~_~~_~_-7~_~ I ! 
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 70 
CAPACITY - AH 























DESIGN VARIABLE PROGRAM - 4 Y~R CAP. CHECK 
CRANE PACKS 3D. H. J. 407. DOD. 9.6 A DIS. ?OC 
t~~'fRb~ P~8~ p~H e8.w~6.bLD 
CELL VOLTS 
0 2 • 8 8 10 12 ,. '8 18 20 CAPACllY - AH 
Figure 13. 4 Year Capacity Check 3D. 3H. 3J 
A more accumte and objective representation of the capacity perfonnance is presented in Figures 14 
and 15 where the percent of initial capacity is plolted versus the number of cycles. These plots 
decisively show that the No PQ group, from the beginning, lost the least amount of capacity on a 
percentagr basis than any other group. This group lost only 15 percent of its initial capacity during 3 
years of cycling. This is compared to the Control g.oup loss of 35 percent in 3 years and the A.K.-
Old Process Group loss of 40 percent in 3 years. The Silver and Teflon groups lost 59 percent and 
65 percent of their initial capacities respectively in 3 years while the Electrochem group lost only 22 
percent in 2.5 years. The capacity lost percentagef: quoted here do not necessarily agree with the 
percentages ca!culated from the Initial Evalaution Test data. The discrepancies are a result of the dif-
ferent discharge current levels used. All discharges during the Initial Evaluation Progmm were at the 
2-hour mte while those perfol11"p.d during the cycling capacity tests were at the 1.3-hour nominal 
cycling mte. Also, since the capacity discharges during the Initial Evaluation Progmm followed a 
deep discharge in a previous test, the data could reflect a slight reconditioning effect. 
Plols of capacity checks by individual pack are included in Appendix 4. From the plots, capacity 










DESIGN VRRIRBI,ES - PERCENT INITIRL CRPACITY 
PRCKS 3D - 3H, RVERRGE r.RPRCITY RLL CELLS 
EafiMt: PNI!.cM PeN'" p~r~G pn~p~H 
...... 
...... ,., ...... , . 
ZBL-____ ~~~----~·~----~~·~----~~.~-e 5P,BB I BIlBB 151lBB ZOOBB Z5BBB 
NUHBER or CYCLES 
Figure 14. Percent Initial Capacity 1D-3H 
DESIGN VARIABLES - PERCENT INITIAL CAPACITY 
PACKS 3D, 31 - 3L, AVERAGE CAPACITY ALL CELLS 
ESfiMe /o~~~dp 60;tlbCll;l~D 60;~~.lIIu:s ELm~O~~EH 
.'~IN~IT~I~~~~~~~~~I~~~TO~B~.~75~V/~C ______________________ ~ 
lie r 
IBB ---....... 
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A comparison of avcmgc EOD voltagcs throughout lifc for all dcsign group, is shown on Figures 16 
and 17. Thesc ligures scrve to reassen that thc No PQ group outpcrfomlcd all othcrs. II maintaincd 
an EOD vohagc of 1.14 vohs/ccll from cyclc 7500 through cycle IIJWO nllcr sl[)wly declining from a 
BOL EOD voltagc of 1.21 volts/ccll 'Ind bcfore bcginning a sharp dccline ncar thc cnd of cycling. 
Thc A.K.-Old Prol.~Ss lim':., pcrfonncd wc11. maintaining an EOD vohac~ of 1.12 vohs/ct!1I bcfore 
dcclining at approximatcly 17000 cyclcs. Thc Control group also providcd adcquatc perfonnance 
after a sharp decline at BOL. maintaining an EOD vohdge of approximately 1.03 volts/cell 
throughout most of its cycle life. 
The Silver. Elcctrochcm. and Teflon groups did not perfonn quite as well. The EOD voltage of the 
Silver Ilroup pamllcllcd that of thc Control until approximately cycle 11000 whcn a steady voltagc 
dcclinc bcgan. culminating with an EOD voltagc of 0.94 volt/ccll at thc cnd of cycling (17300 
cycles). Thc EOD voltage of thc clcctrochcmical group dcclined sharply duringthc first 1500 cyclcs 
to 1.06 vohs/ccll. This voltagc was thcn mair.aincd by thc pack until removal from test. The Teflon 
group showcd a stcady EOD voltage dcclinc throughout lifc. Thc EOD vohagc at thc cnd of cvcling 
was 0.89 voh/cell. 
Thc A.K.-Present rrocess. Light. and Polypropylcnc groups displayed the worst pcrfonnance (If IIny 
of thc 9 groups tested. The data shown on FiDure 17 for the A.K.-Present Proccss group wOlAld in-
dicate that it perfonncd adcquatcly but becausc of numcrous cell failures (Tabie 15) and pack im-
f)alance. this data is mislcading. The Ligh! Loading group cxhibited a stcady voltage dcclinc during 
lifc to 0.87 voh/ccll. Thc Polypropylene group had a vcry sharp vohagc decline to 1500 cyclcs and 










DESIGN VARIABLE PROGRAM--EOO VOLTAGE VS CYCLE 
CRANE PACKS 30-3H, 40% 000, S.6A CHG-OCH, 20C 
tS~~~3~ PT'j>Ao:U: p~Jt<vt~r P~1~fG pn8Kp~H 
~EO~D~V~OL~T~AG=E~ ___________________________________ -, 
.DO !::------::o!::::- -....,.,±:::----:-;:-!,:-::----=''="--~ 
a saaa IBBBa 15aaa 20BBB 25BBB 
CYCLE NUMBER 
HIMJII'Z f7 CEl.I.8 ROfIUIlIC 1H PnCktI 











O(SIGN VARIABLE PROGRAM--EOO VOLTAGE VS CYCLE 
~ACKS 3D, 3I-3L, 40Y, DOD, 9.6A CHG-DCH, 20C 
gS~ME Io'l.1!'PJJp sa ;,\lfKCJ.lx.o sa ;tI1flb,~[S E~Ee~o~R£M 
F£O~D~V~~~I~M~£~ ____________________________________ ~ 
.aa~O--·-----U5B~0~B------I~B*~8~O~----~15~~B~O~----~2B~~;~~--~z~'o~oo~ 
CYCl £ NUMBER 
"IMJIIQ' ~ cnu IDIIlII'IC IN PRI!:'. 
Figure 17. EOD VoUnge vs Cycle 3D. 31-3L 
Plots of EOC current and percent recharge versus cycle number for each group are shown on Figures 
18-26. A nominal percent recharge of 115 percent was to be maintained throughout life by adjusting 
the charge voltage limit of each pack. As the plots show. 115 percent recharge was not maintained. 
However. all groups were maintained at a percentage adequate to assure that full charge was 
achieved with a difference between groups of 5 percent cf less. Therefore. all groups were main· 
tained at approximately the same state throughout life. Figures 11.1-26 also provide a record of 
ch"nges in the voltage limit for each pack. 
Typical cycle plots tor each pack at 6 points during cycle life are provided in Appendix 5. Average 
cell voltage, current, pressure. and lilgnal electrode voltage are plotted versus cycle time. 
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DESIGN VARI~3LE ENDPOINT DATA - PACK 3D 
EOC CURRENT AND PERCENT RECHARGE VS CYCLE 
cufi2Em ~ 
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Figure 18. EOC Curr~nt & % Rccharg~ vs Cycle 3D 
DESIGN VARIABLE ENDPOINT DATA - PACK 3E 
EOC CURRENT AND PERCENT RECHARGE VS CYCLE 
cufi2Em ~ 
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Figure 19. EOC Current & % Recharge vs Cycle 3E 
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DESIGN VARIABLE ENDPOINT DATA - PACK 3, 
EOC CURRENT AND PERCENT RECHARGE VS CYCLE 
cJJiENr ~ 
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Figure 20. EOC Currenl & % Recharge vs Cycle 3F 
DESIGN VARIABLE ENDPOINT DATA - PACK 3G 
EOC CURRENT AND PERCENT RECHARGE VS CYCLE 
cufi2Etrr Il§li!iIllE 
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Figure 21. EOC Currenl & % Recharge vs Cycle 3G 
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DESIGN VARIABLE ENUPOINT DATA - PACK 3H 
EOC CURRENT AND PERCENT RECHARGE VS CYCLE 
c:uh2&r ll§li!i!gt 
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Figure 12. EOC Curren! & % Recharge vs Cyc.le 3H 
DESIGN VARIABLE ENDPOINT DATA - PACK 31 
EOC CURRENT AND PERCENT RECHARGE VS CYCLE 
cufiak ~ 
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Figure 23. EOC Current & % Recharge vs Cycle 3( 
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DESIGN VARIABLE ENDPOINT DATA - PACK 3J 
EOC CURRENT AND PERCENT RECHARGE VS CYCLE 
c:uRiNT d'l§fi!i!flE 
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Figure 24. EOC Current & % Rccharge vs Cycle 3J 
DESIGN VARIABLE ENDPOINT DATA - PACK 3K 
EOC CURRENT AND PERCENT RECHARGE VS CYCLE 
cJ2&r lli!IlifiI1lE 
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~~SIGN VR~IABLE ENDPOINT DATA - PACK ~L 
EOC CURi<..:~ri' AND PERCENT RECHARGE VS CYCLE 
cJSENr ~ 
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Figure 26. EOC Current & % Recharge vs Cycle 3L 
CONCLUSIONS 
The No PQ group outperfonned all other Design Variable Progmm groups in both the areas of 
capacity retention and EOD voltage. This perfonnance was rivaled only by the Control group that 
had PQ but no other treatment and the 1968 A.K.-Old Process group which did not have PQ treat-
ment. The failure of the No PQ group to accept charge at the end of cycling did leave doubts about 
its perfonnance. Inability to accept a charge is an indication that hard shorts had developed between 
the plates in all cells, a condition caused by excessive cadmium migmtion. 
The Electrochemical group exhibited a capacity loss on a percentage basis lower than that of most 
other test groups, espe~blly during the Initial Evaluation Tests, and above avemge active material 
utilization. It did not perfonn at the same level as the No PQ group, however, and had a very low 
BOL capacity as a result of the low positive plate loading level it possessed. Undoubtedly, the cause 
of the low positive loading level was that this was an early attempt by G. E. to use electrochemical 
impregnation in cell manufacture. Because of the indications of decreased capacity loss and enhanced 
active material utilization with this design, and in light of the advances made in this technology dur-
ing the past 6 years, this process should be reevaluated with respect to aerospace energy stomge 
progmms. 
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Teflon and silver lrealmenls enhance lhe mle of oxygen recombinalion and lhus allow a grealer 
amoUnl of eleclrolyle 10 be added 10 lhe cells. The use of one or lhe olher of lhese lrealmenlS was 
slrongly recommended by G.E. and previous acceplance lesl and life leM dala indicaled lhal lhese 
lrealmenls improved cell performance and life. On lhe cOnlmry, lhese groups showed very poor per-
formance. The Teflon group had lhe highesl capacily loss and lhe lowesl end of cycling EOO 
vollages of any group discussed lhus far. II also exhibiled illlerminenl shorts al lhe end of cycling 
(17300 cycles) which is an indicalion of excessive cadmium migmlion, a condilion leflon supposedly 
helps prevenl. The merils of lhis design should clearly be reevalualed. 
The Polypropylene, Lighl Loading, and 1968 A.K.-Presenl Process groups exhibiled poor perfor-
mance in all aspecls of lhe lesl progmm. The Polypropylene group showed excessive capacily loss, 
low EOO vollage and lwo cell failures. The dala did indicale, however, adequale perfonnance if 
polypropylene sepamlors were lhe only ahen:alive because of mission requiremenls. Lighl loading 
levels in lheory will reduce plale swelling and in lum reduce lhe drying of lhe sepamlor yielding 
longer cycle life. This lheory Cdn be laken 10 lhe eXlreme and lhe dala shows lhal was lhe case in 
lhis les!. The Lighl Loading group showed very low cllpacily and EOO vollage from lhe beginning 
of life indicaling lhal loading levels were 100 low for lhe physical design of lhe cell. The 1968 A.K.-
Presenl Process group displayed performance 10 be expecled when ulilizing an early plale design wilh 
current processir.g lechniques. The cells were very u"balanccd and allhough avemged dala looked 
good, ovemll performance beclluse of cell problems and failures was poor. 
From lhe above observalions and conclusions regarding each design group, il is clear lhal cells 
manufaclured wilh the fewesl plale addilives and lrealmenls performed besl (No PQ and Conlrol). 
The worsl perfommnce among lhe presenl cell designs c«me from groups wilh lhe mOSl addilives and 
lrealmenlS (Teflon and Silver). Also, eleclrochemical impregnalion proved ilself 10 be a viable aller-
nalive and perhaps, because of ilS characlerislics, a preferred manufacluring process for nickel-
cadmium aerospuce cells. 
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INITIAL EVALUATION TEST PROCEDURE 
A. Phenolphthalein Leak Telts: 
I. This test is a detennination of the condition of the welds and cemmic seals on receipt of 
the cells "nd following the last discharge of the cells (Cycle #8). 
2. The cells were initially checked with a one-half of one percent phenolphthalein solution 
applied with a COllon swab and then placed in a vacuum chamber and exposed to a vacuum of 40 
microns of mercury or less for 24 hours. Upon removal they were rechecked for leaks and then 
received a final check following test completion. The requirement is no red or pink discolomtion 
which indicates a leak. 
B. Capacity Tests: 
I. The capacity test is a detennination of the cells' capacity at the C/2 discharge rate to 
0.75 volt per cell, where C is the manufacturer's rdted capacity. This type discharge follows all 
charges of this evaluation test. 
2. The charges for the capacity tests are as follo\\'s: 
a. C/20, 48 hours, room ambient (RA), Cycle 0, with a test limit of 1.52 volts or 
pressure of 100 psia. 
b. ClIO, 24 hours, RA, Cycle I, with a test limit of 1.52 volts or 100 psia pressure and 
a requirement of maximum voltage (1,48) or pressure (75 psia). 
c. ClIO, 24 hours, 20D C, Cycle 2, with the same limits and requirements as the churge 
of Cycle I. 
C. Internal Resistance: 
I. Measurements are taken across the cell ternlinals 112 hour before the end-of-charge 
(EOC) on Cycle I, and I and 2 hours after the start-of-discharge of Cycle 2. These m(;asurements 
were made with a Hewlell-Packard milliohmeter (Model 4328A). 
D. Special Charge Retention Test, 20DC: 
I. This test is to establish the capacity retention of each cell following a 7-day open-circuit-
stand in a charge mode. 
2. The cells are charged at ClIO for 24 hours with a test limit of I. 52 volts or 100 psia 
pressure. They then stand on open-circuit for 7 days, with the requirement that the open-circuit 
voltage of each cell, following this period, is within ±5 millivolts of the average cell voltage. The 
cells are then discharged and 80 percent capacity out of that obtained in Cycle 3 is required. 
E. Internal Short Test: 
I. This test is a means of detecting slight shorting conditions which may exist because of 
imperfections in the insulating materials, or damage to element in handling or assembly. 
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2. Following completion of the third capacity discharge. the cells are shunted with a 
0.5-ohm. 3-wall resistor for 16 hours. At the end of 16 hours the resistors are removed and the cells 
stand on opcn-circuit-voltage (OCYl for 24 hours. A minimum voltage of 1.15 is required at the end 
of the 24 hours. 
F. Charge Efficiency Test. 20°C: 
I. This test is a measurement of the cells' charge efficiency when charged at a low current 
rate. 
2. The cells are charged at C/40 for 20 hours with a test limit of 1.52 volts or 100 psia 
pr:ssure. They are then discharged and the requirement is that the minimum capacity out equals 55 
percent of capacity in during the preceding charge. 
G. Overcharge Test HI. O°C: 
I. The purpose of this test is to determine the degree to which the cells will maintain a 
balanced voltage. and to determine the cells' capability to be overcharged without overcharging the 
negative electrode. 
2. The cells are charged at C/20 for 60 hours. The test limits are cell voltages of 1.56 or 
greater for a continuous time period of 2 hourS or pressures of 100 psia. The requirement is a 
voltage of 1.520 or a presNure of 75 psia. The cells are then discharged and 85 percent capacity out 
of that obtained in Cycle 3 is required. 
H. Overcharge Test H2. 35°C: 
I. This test is a measurement of the cells' capacity at a higher temperature when compared 
to its capacity at 20°C. This test also determines the cells' capability of rnching a point of pressure 
equilibrium; oxygen recombInation at the negative plate at the same nlte it is being gencmted at the 
positive plate. 
2. T"e cells arr charged ClIO for 24 hours with a test limit of 1.52 volts or 100 psia 
pressure and a requirement of 1.45 volts or 75 psia pressure. The cells are then discharged and 55 
percent capacity out of that obtained in Cycle 3 is required. 
I. Pressure versus Capacity Test: 
I. The purpose of this test is to determine the capacity to 2 pressure and the pressure decay 
during charge and open circuit stand respectively. 
2. Each cell is charged at C/2 to either a pressure of 20 psia or a voltage of 1.550. Recor-
dings are taken on each cell when it reaches 5, 10, 15 and 20 psia pressure. The cells then stand 
OCY for I hour with 30-minute recordings ~nd then are discharged, shorted out and leak tested. 
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SERIAL WEIGHT HEIGHT 
NUMBER (Grams) (Inches) 
001 769.6* 4.':;59 
002 520.3 4.533 
003 509.5 4.554 
004 770.2* 4.543 
005 I 774.3* 4.544 
()(){j 774.4· 4.544 
001 767.3* 4.549 
002 509.7 4.565 
003 509.1 4.563 
004 760.4* 4.547 
005 765.4* 4.539 
006 762.0* 4.548 
001 771.0* 4.539 
"M 773.4* 4.549 
"""" 003 519.6 4.549 
004 521.6 4.553 
005 778.0 4.545 
006 777.8· 4.535 
001 521.0 4.557 
002 770.8* 4.552 
003 519.3 4.553 
004 767.8* 4.556 
005 774.8* 4.541 
006 772.9* 4.557 
*-Has Pressure Transducer 
Table I 
Measurement and Leak Test Data 
PHENOLPHTHALEIN LEAK TESTS J 
LENGTH (Inches) WIDTH INITIAL POST HI V:.C POST TEST 
E['uE CENTER CENTER (Inches) Tenninals Other Tenninah Other Tenninals ooerl MINIMUM MAXIMUM MAXIMUM 
<Pre-Test) (post-Test) + - + - + - I 
.893 .898 .895 2.993 
.893 .893 .898 2.992 
.898 .896 .899 2.991 
I 
.893 .894 .897 2.987 
.890 .898 .898 2.987 
.890 .893 .893 2.986 
.892 .899 .893 2.991 
.891 .890 .894 2.991 
.895 .893 .895 2.989 
.895 .900 .893 2.986 
.890 .891 .890 2.999 
.891 .891 .895 2.991 NO LEAKS NO LEAKS NO LEAKS 
.898 .919 .911 2.983 I I .897 .909 .915 2.985 I 
.896 .906 .922 2.984 
.891 .917 .929 2.984 
.899 .916 .923 2.987 
.899 .932 .919 2.995 
.894 .910 .916 2.983 
.892 .916 .922 2.987 
.896 .912 .919 2.981 
.892 .920 .911 2.984 
.896 .909 .928 2.967 



















SERIAL WEIGHT HEIGHT 
NUMBER (Grams) (Inches) 
001 538.8 4.560 
002 534.5 4.571 
003 793.6* 4.559 
004 789.6* 4.560 
005 791.6* 4.561 
006 790.5* 4.564 
001 524.1 ·~.567 
002 790.7* 4.564 
003 775.4* 4.583 
004 524.6 4.563 
005 783.7* 4.567 
001 766.6* 4.577 
002 516.3 4.576 
003 n2.3* 4.571 
004 516.4 4.576 
005 nO.8* 4.561 
0il6 768.4* 4.560 
001 520.0 4.563 
002 771.0* 4.606 
003 770.0* 4.567 
004 519.6 4.559 
005 774.7* 4.565 
006 775.6* 4.564 
I __ 
-
*-Has Pressure Transducer 
'10:11 ~..........--,,''''''''"_._. _--" •• ""~-.,-.",, .• -
Table I 
Measurement and Le:lk Test Data 
LENGTH (Inches) WIDTH 
PHENOLPHTHALEIN LEAK TESTS 
INITIAL POST HI VAC POST TEST 
EDGE CENTER CENTER (Inches) Tenninals Other Tenninals Other Tenninals Other MINiMUM MAXIMUM MAXIMUM 
(Pre-Tesr; (Post-Test' + - + - + -
.891 .898 .898 2.989 I 
.890 .898 .898 2.989 
.899 .902 .902 2.990 
.895 .902 .902 2.989 
.897 .898 .898 . 2.991 
.895 .898 .898 2.989 
.891 .901 .903 2.989 
.893 .904 .904 2.992 
.891 .895 .8% 2.984 
.889 .898 .904 2.987 I .894 .902 .905 2.987 
NO LEAKS NO LEAKS NO LEAKS 
.895 .902 .903 2.982 I 
.892 .902 .903 2.985 
.B97 .904 .904 2.984 
.889 .902 .904 2.986 
.889 .898 .901 2.985 
.891 J~97 .900 2.984 
.896 .897 .899 2.987 
.8% .902 .903 2.987 
, 
.896 .900 .902 2.987 
.892 .903 .903 2.987 
.896 .898 .898 2.984 I .890 .895 .897 2.98'7 
-
WQEC/C 79-1\4 







SERIAL WEIGHT HEIGHT 
NUMBER (Grams) (Inches) 
001 830.8* 4.567 
002 808.8* 4.599 
003 553.9 4.567 
004 558.7 4.585 
005 555.7 4.573 
*-Has Pressure Transducer 
Table I 
Measurement and Leak Test Data 
PHENOLPHTHALEIN LEAK TESTS 
LENGTH (Inches) WIDTH INITIAL POST HI VAC POST TEST 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM MAXIMUM (Inches) Tenninals Other Tenninals Other Terminals Other 
(Pre-Test) (Post -Test) 
+ + - + - -
.911 .925 .928 2.996 
.909 .922 .924 3.002 
.903 .970 .924 2.998 NO LEAKS NO LEAKS NO LEAKS 



























Capacity Tot I-CHG. C/!O.';l hrr. .• (RA) 
END.(JF-CHARGE END-OF· DISCHARGE 
SERIAL 
NUMBER CELL AUX PRESS CAPAC- AID( PRESS 
(Volls) ELECT (PSIA~ [Ty ELECT (PSIAI (Voll:) (a.h) (Voll<i) 
001 1.456 19 16." I 
002 1.456 16..1 
003 1..156 16..1 
00. 1. .. 7 16 Is.. I 
005 lASS .818 15 16.4 - .086 -. 
006 1. .. 7 .S.I I. 15A -.095 10 
001 IA42 23 '';.3 8 
002 1.442 14.3 
003 1."1 1~.3 
00. 1."1 15 14.3 JO 
005 1."1 .SI3 2. H.3 -.039 12 
006 '''I .362 IS H.I -.015 6 
001 1.451 22 18.6 5 
002 1..150 17 18.6 7 
003 IA501 '8.6 
00. 104.52 IS.I 
005 1.452 .750 6 18.6 -.013 0 
006 1.453 .663 12 18.9 .001 5 
001 1.451 18.8 
002 1.453 II 191 0 
003 1. .. 9 18.8 
00. 1.453 I. 18.8 6 
005 1.453 .779 I 16 18.8 .039 6 006 1..153 .321 16 18.6 -.011 6 
9ND-NADC (SP 11173; 
Table " 
Capacity Data 
Capacity Tot !--CHG. ClIO. 24 h~ .. ,:tAl 
ENO·OF-CHARGE END-OF·DISCHARGE 
CELL AUX PRESS CAPAC· AUX PRESS 
(Volts, ELECT fPSIA) ITY ELECT tPSIA' (VoltS) (all I rVolts) 
1.462 ~7 15.3 2 
j . .;62 1.5.3 
1.46::? 15.3 
1.-162 28 155 I. 
IA.57 .613 .1 '-I.Q .is! 7 
1."'57 .725 51 15.3 .052 3 
1.':58 33 !.l.b 8 
1.458 13.9 
I..tS7 13 () 
1.456 25 !J.t! 
1-.002 
II 
1..155 .0rH 30 13.6 13 
J .456 .3% 26 13.6 .f)61 7 
;.464 35 18.4 9 
,..". H 18.4 12 
1..165 ,><-I 
1 . ..,,5 17.9 
1 .. 59 A2f 21 17.0 061 0 
1 .. 59 .7.'l9 31 17.7 .352 II 
I .... li;'4 
1 .. 70 32 18.6 7 
f..f.6:! 18..1 
1.-163 3~ IS .. 10 
1..158 .516 ~5 17A .Il82 8 
I.~ .379 28 17A .052 14 
Capacity Tot 3 120cO-("HG. 010.2-1 hili. 
END-OF-CHARGE END.(JF·DlSCHARGE 
CELL AUX PRESS CAPAC· AUX PRESS 
(Vulb) ELECT (PSIAI In' ELECT (PSIAI (V(.lt~1 (ah) (Vulls) 
1..169 .3 1.6 5 
I.m 1 • .5 
I. 169 1 •. 6 
,.71 
.' 15.1 6 1..168 .593 55 14.6 . is-l II 
1.470 .703 53 151 257 19 
1._ 37 13.-' 10 
1..167 13.7 
1.-"'5 13.7 
1.""5 30 13.7 II ,- .560 38 13.-1 120 13 
IAt.7 .390 32 137 .1.3 9 
1 . .;76 .5 17.7 16 
IA7b .9 I7.7 21 
1.·17K 18tl I 1.476 I 17.4 J.481 AS: 27 17."; .OS:! 7 
1.476 7.5 37 18.0 .32~ n 
J.4n 17.9 
1 .. 89 -lO 18.0 .7 
1.474 17.9 
1.4n 38 17.8 17 
1.479 .508 17 17.8 .051 10 
1.482 .J.16 
-Q 17.5 .050 18 





















Capacily Tes1 I-CHG. 029. 48 hno .. (RA\ 
END-OF-CHARGE END-OF-DiSCHARGE 
SERtAL 
NUMBER CELL AUX PRESS CAPAC- AUX PRESS 
(Volts) ELECT (PSIA) IT)' ELECT (PSIA) fVQh~) lah) (Vohs) 
001 IA38 15.5 I 002 IA37 155 003 1.435 16 15.3 5 
00. 1.434 26 155 6 
005 IA36 _~7 19 15.5 ~.006 II 
006 1.437 .348 14 15_7 .00' 10 
001 1.442 16.1 
002 ).,·42 20 15.9 6 
003 1.441 21 16.1 10 
00. 1.441 15.9 
005 1.441 .453 12 15.9 .032 I 
001 1.- 8 16.3 0 
W2 1.448 16.2 
003 1.445 16 16.2 5 
00. 1.448 16.3 
005 1.- .310 15 16.2 .00; 0 
006 1.447 .460 12 163 ~_015 3 
001 1.441 16_0 
002 1.445 15 16_0 6 
003 1.443 2!· 16.0 12 
004 1.444 16.0 
005 1.442 .262 13 16_1 -.00.2 5 
006 1.442 A·U 10 16.3 ~.G>8 2 
001 1.449 26 lOA 7 
002 1._ 38 10_8 19 
003 1.444 10.8 
004 1.444 10.8 
005 1.445 10.8 
9ND-NADC (SP 11173) 
Table II 
Capacity Data (Cont) 
Capaclt)' Te!>( 2-CHG. CIO. 2..\ hOI .• IRA) 
END-OF-CHARGE END-OF-DiSCHARGE 
CELL AUX PRESS CAtAC- AUX PRESS 
(Volts) ELECT PSIA) In ELECT (PStA) (Volls, lah) tVoIL'i) 
L..\.55 1-'.7 
1--'52 1 •. 9 
IAS3 36 1-1.7 6 
IA52 .5 1-1.7 II 
1.452 .",56 3.2 14.9 ~OJ7 II 
L4~3 A·I-I 27 1-1.9 Jl.16 10 
1.456 15.2 
1.455 52 1 •. 8 9 
IA55 37 15.1 II 
1.456 15_1 
IA55 .~8 35 14.9 .070 2 
1.454 23 16.0 0 
I.~ 16.0 
1.455 32 16.0 6 
1.455 16.2 
1.457 .405 27 16.0 ~.OO> g 
IA55 .511 23 16.0 -.00.2 • 
1.';59 15.6 
1. .. 1 57 15 .• • 
, .457 .3 15A 12 
IA58 15A 
1.457 .409 33 15A ~.OOI 3 
IA57 .536 21 15_6 -.02-' I 
IA38 26 9_8 8 
1..37 38 10_0 20 
1..36 10.2 
IA33 10.2 I 1.433 10.:: 
Capaci(}, T~l ';-(!O"C. CHG. eno. 24 h~. 
END-OF-CHARGE END-OF-DiSCHAR'-iE 
"UX -lI'RE!;;S CELL AUX PRESS CAPAC-
(Volts) ELECT (!'SIA) IT)' ELECT (PSIA) (VOiL') (ah) (Volb' 
1.462 14.2 
1..59 14.:! 
1.-'60 .1 1·$.1 !2 
1.-'60 ~ 14.2 16 
1.-'60 ... 7 39 '-'.2 ON 12 
1.-'60 AI3 .n 1'.3 .055 I:?: 
1.-'67 1.5 
1. .. 5 65 I·L! I' 
1."5 53 1.5 I. 
I.~ 1.5 
1.""5 _s.o 51 14.5 .115 • 
1.- 50 I!LO • 
1. .. 5 15.0 
1. .. 5 61 15.0 10 
I.~ 15_0 
1.- .366 53 15_0 .050 \I 
I.~ . .555 .5 15.0 .101 I. 
1'_71 '4.9 
1...1·72 95 14.9 19 
1.-'72 83 1-'.6 16 
1.-'72 1-'.6 
1.471 _"1l9 5" 15.7 .0!6 • 
1..70 553 311 15.9 -.043 2 
1.444 9.6 \I 
1._ 10.1 n 
1.443 10 :': 
1.443 34 IO.:! 
1.~3 .>6 10.2 
WQEC!C 79-114 
Table III 
Internal Resistance and Shon Test Data 
INTERNAL RESISTANCE (MilLIONS) INTERNAL SHORT TEST 
SERIAL ONE HOUR TWO HOURS AFTER 16 AFTER 24 HOlJR 
NUMIJER END-OF- AFTER START- AFTER START- HR SHORT OCV STAND CHARGE OF-DISCHARGE OF-DISCHARGE CEll CEll PRESS 
001 2.4 2.3 2.2 .058 1.252 I 
002 2.3 2.3 2.3 .059 1.252 
003 2.1 2.2 2.2 .058 1.252 
004 2.3 2.1 2.2 .058 1.250 I 
005 2.3 2.1 2.1 .058 1.249 4 
006 2.2 2.1 2.1 .057 1.247 8 
001 2.2 2.3 2.2 .017 1.240 9 
002 2.3 2.3 2.2 .020 1.237 
003 2.2 2.2 2.3 .020 1.240 
004 2.3 2.3 2.3 .015 1.234 II 
005 2.1 ~.2 2.2 .025 1.239 13 
006 2.2 2.2 2.1 .025 1.239 6 
001 2.3 2.2 2.3 .102 1.264 6 
002 2.4 2.3 2.4 .091 1.264 10 
003 2.4 2.4 2.4 .085 1.262 
004 2.4 2.3 2.3 .091 1.264 
005 2.4 2.4 2.4 .1)88 1.260 0 
006 2.5 2.4 2.4 .095 1.262 7 
001 2.2 2.1 2.1 .093 1.261 
002 2.2 2.1 2.1 .091 1.257 6 
003 2.2 2.2 2.2 .084 1.261 
004 2.2 2.1 2.2 .082 1.257 10 
005 2.3 2.2 2.3 .084 1.261 8 
006 2.3 2.1 2.2 .083 1.259 12 
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Table III 
Internal Resistance and Short Test Data (Cont) 
INTERNAL RESISTAW::E (MILLIONS) INTERNAL SHORT TEST 
SERIAL ONE HOUR TWO HOURS AFTER 16 AFTER 24 HOUR 
NUMBER END-OF- AFTER START- AFTER START- HR SHORT OCV STAND CHARGE OF-DISCHARGE OF-DISCHARGE CELL CELL PRESS 
001 2.6 2.8 2.8 .059 1.258 
002 2.9 3.0 3.0 0"" . ". 1.255 
003 2.9 2.9 3.0 .057 1.258 4 
004 2.8 3.1 3.0 .061 1.258 5 
005 3.0 3.0 3.1 .062 1.258 II 
006 2.9 3.0 3.1 .066 1.254 9 
001 2.6 2.7 2.8 .051 1.249 
002 3.1 3.0 3.1 .050 1.250 6 
003 2.9 3.0 2.9 .057 1.251 10 
004 2.9 3.0 3.1 060 1.252 
005 2.8 3.0 3.1 .051 1.248 I 
001 2.6 2.8 3.0 .054 1.261 0 
002 3.0 3.1 3.1 .056 1.259 
003 3.0 3.2 3.1 .047 1.260 5 
004 3.0 3.1 3. I .049 1.258 
005 3.0 3.1 3.0 .054 1.259 8 
006 2.9 2.9 3.1 .048 1.256 4 
001 2.9 2.9 3.0 .057 1.249 
002 3.4 3.2 3.1 .047 1.248 6 
003 3.1 3.1 3.1 .044 1.251 12 
004 3.4 3.2 3.2 .045 1.251 
005 3.2 3.1 3.2 .043 1.247 3 
006 3.2 3.1 3.1 .042 1.235 2 
001 3.2 3.1 N/A .027 1.232 8 
002 3.1 3.1 N/A .021 1.238 16 
003 3.1 3.0 N/A .029 1.236 
004 3.0 3.0 N/A .024 1.237 
I 005 3.2 3.1 N/A .030 1.238 
NI A - Not applicable. 9ND-NADC (SP 11/73) WQEC/C 79-114 
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1.467 .558 46 





1.478 .403 25 





1.481 .4"0 28 
1.484 .319 37 
Table IV 
Charge Retention Test Data 
-
24 HR. OCV I WEEK OCV END-Of-DISCHARGE 
AUX AUX CAPAC- AUX CELL ELECT PRESS CELL ELECT PRESS ITY ELECT PRESS (Volts) (Volts) (PSIA) (Volt,) (Volts) (PSIA) (uh) (Volt.) (PSIA) 
1.367 2 1.J26 I 13.5 I 
1.368 1.326 13.0 
1.367 1.326 13.5 
1.369 2 1.328 2 13.5 I 
1.365 .010 5 1.324 .001 4 13.5 -.001 4 
1.367 .099 10 1.324 .012 8 13.7 -.042 8 
1.366 9 I 320 9 12.5 9 
1.365 1.317 12.5 
1.366 1.320 12.5 
1.365 II 1.315 1/ 12.5 !O 
1.364 .007 13 1.321 .CX)() 13 12.5 -.005 13 
1.365 .051 7 1.321 .005 7 12.5 -.137 7 
1.346 8 1.31)9 7 15.3 6 
1.345 14 1.309 1/ 15.1 /I 
1.344 1.309 15.4 
1.344 1.308 14.9 
1.341 .018 5 1.306 .001 I 14.9 -.003 0 
1.345 .248 !O 1.309 .021 7 15.5 -.084 7 
1.344 1.309 15.4 
1.344 18 1.308 9 15.6 8 
1.344 1.309 15.4 
1.343 20 1.30B 12 15.4 1/ 
1.342 .020 12 1.308 .002 9 15.4 -.006 9 




Charge Retention Test Data (Coot) 
END·OF·CHARGE 24 HR. OCV I WEEK OCV I END.OF.DlSCHARGE 
SERIAL AUX AUX AUX CAPAC· AUX 
NUMBER CEll. ELECT PRESS CEll, ELECT PRESS CELL ELECT PRESS ITY ELECT PRESS (Vul',s) (Vuhs) (PSIA) (Vuhsl (Vuhs) (PSIA) (Vuh.) (Vohs) (PSIA) (ah) (Vuhs) (PSIAl 
001 1.465 1.371 1.334 12,9 
002 1.·'62 1.370 1.331 13,0 
003 1.463 38 1.370 5 1.332 5 13,0 5 
004 1.463 46 1,370 6 1.333 6 13,0 5 
005 1.462 ,,149 36 1.370 ,005 II 1.334 ,001 II 13,0 -,017 II 
006 1.463 .414 32 1.370 ,064 10 1.330 ,004 9 13,2 -,024 9 
001 1.471 1.3~9 1.329 13,6 
002 1.470 63 1.369 7 1.327 6 13,5 6 
003 1.469 52 1.369 II 1.330 II 13,5 II 
004 1.469 1.370 1.330 13.4 
005 1.469 .531 51 1.370 ,008 I 1.331 ,000 I 13.4 -,005 I 
001 1.466 53 1.352 0 1.313 0 13,7 0 
(X)2 1.467 1.352 1.314 13.7 
003 1.468 64 1.354 6 1.316 5 13,7 5 
004 1.469 1.352 1.314 13,7 
005 1.471 ,342 60 1.358 ,025 10 1.319 ,002 9 13,7 -,012 8 
006 1.469 ,568 53 1.353 ,053 4 1.314 ,010 4 13,7 -,014 4 
001 1.475 1.371 1.330 13,7 
002 1.479 92 1.372 7 1.331 6 13.7 6 
003 1.475 92 1.370 13 1.330 12 13,5 12 
004 1.47:; 1.370 IXO 13,5 
005 1.473 .424 74 1,370 ,009 3 1.329 ,000 3 13.7 -,003 3 
006 1,473 ,587 48 1.370 .Q94 2 1.327 ,005 2 14,5 -.059 2 
001 1.443 31 1.323 8 1.286 8 8,3 8 
002 1.445 41 1.332 17 1.296 17 9,0 16 
003 1.442 1.329 1.295 9,1 
004 1.443 1.330 1.296 9,3 
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Charge Efficiency and Overcharge Data 
Charge Efficiency (20°C) Q\,'ercharge Test (0") Overcharge Test <3S"C) 
ENl-'.()F·CHARGE END·OF·DISCHARGE END-OF-CHARGE END-OF·DlSCHARGE END-OF·CHARGE END-OF·DlSCHARGE 
SERIAL 
NUMBER CELL A:IX PRESS CAPAC- AUX PRESS CELL AUX PRESS 
CAPAC- AUX PRESS CELL AUX PRESS CAPAC- AUX PRESS 
(Volts) ELECf (PSIA) ITY ElECT (PSIA) (Volts) ELECT (PSIA) ITY ELECT (PSIA) (Volts) ELECT (PSIA) ITY ELECT (PSIA) (Volts) (ah) (VOllS) (Volts) (ah) (Voll'i) ~'!!'ft. .. ) (ab) (VOIL<;) 
001 1.372 I B I 1.4% 40 145 14 1418 -, ,. 15.9 3 
002 L373 3.9 1.4% 145 1.419 15.9 
003 1,372 3.9 1.4% 145 1.418 15.9 
004 L371 I 3.4 I 1.4% 39 14.6 14 1.416 36 16.1 3 
005 1.372 .006 4 3.9 -.005 4 1.495 .409 49 14.3 .119 21 104·17 .655 36 15.6 .068 6 
006 L371 .~6 8 3.4 .040 E 1.497 519 50 14.6 .235 27 1.419 .748 39 1~.0 .239 13 
001 1.377 9 3.9 9 1.490 38 12.8 18 IA24 40 14.1 11 
002 L376 3.9 1.492 13.0 1.424 14.1. 
003 L376 3.9 1.490 13.3 1.423 141: 
004 1.376 11 3.9 10 1.490 32 13.3 17 1.424 29 !4.1 13 
005 L376 .005 13 3.9 .001 12 1491 .300 40 13.0 .090 22 1.41:1 .640 34 14.0 .042 13 
006 L376 .025 7 3.9 .000 7 1.492 .562 37 13.0 .134 17 1.424 .716 35 14.1 .279 JO 
001 L370 6 4.0 6 1.576· 64 16.6 55 1.3% I 51 14.5 32 002 L370 10 3.5 JO 1.57S- 70 16.8 61 L396 54 14.6 37 
003 1.370 35 1.57S· 16.8 L3% 14.5 
004 1.370 3.8 1.578- 16.6 L396 14.6 
005 1.371 .025 0 35 .018 0 1.582* .206 65 16.6 .013 58 •. 396 .192 42 1-1.0 .032 31 
006 L369 .191 7 35 .122 7 1.575- .629 71 17.1 .276 64 1.395 .706 59 14.6 .123 38 
001 1.368 3.1 1.578· 16.2 1.398 15.1 
002 1.370 6 2.9 6 1.590* 62 16.4 28 l.oWl n 15.4 I. 
003 1.368 3.1 1.519- 16.2 1.398 15.1 I 004 1369 10 3.1 lfl 1.583- 70 16.0 38 1.398 36 14.7 29 
005 L368 .077 3 3.1 .015 ;; 1.57S* .281 58 160 .004 42 L395 .364 44 14.0 I 32 006 1.368 .058 12 3.1 .046 12 1.577· .240 73 16.0 .016 56 1.39-1 .324 52 13.9 37 

























Charge Efficiency and Overcharge Data 
Charge Efficiency (loDe) Oven:haIJlC T<St (0°) Ov=ha!Jle T"" (:WC) 
END'()F-CHARGE END-OF-DISCHARGE END-OF-CHARGE END-OF-DISCHARGE END-OF-CHARGE END-OF-DISCIIARGE 
SERJAL I I 
ELECT ITY ELECT ELECT .. )TV 
(Volts) (Volts) (PSIA) (ab) (Volts) (PSIA) (Volts) (Valls) (1~IA) lab) 







































































































































































































































































































































Pressure vs. Capacity Test Da!..~ 
Serial No. OOI 004 005 006 001 004 005 006 OOi 002 005 006 002 004 005 006 
Start-of-Charge. Press. I 2 4 ]() ]() 12 13 8 19 20 9 18 7 14 15 19 
AH in to 5 PSIA 18.4 18.3 17.5 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Cell (volts) 1.520 1.505 1.476 
Aux (volts) .297 
AH in to ]() PSIA 18.9 18.7 18.4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 15.8 N/A 120.2 N/A 120.5 NIt\. NIt\. NIt\. 
Cell (volts) 1.540 1.528 1.520 1.489 1.521 1.526 
Aux (volts) .592 .309 .067 
AH in to 15 PSIA 19.1 19.0 18.6 19.0 16.0 16.4 15.6 16.3 N/A N/A N/A j21.0 120.3 N/A NIt\. 
Cel! (volts) 1.545 1.536 1.530 1.534 1.498 1.514 1.479 1.517 1.546 1.513 
Aux (volts) .631 .505 .364 .379 
AH in to 20 PSIA 19.5 19.3 19.1 19.3 16.7 16.9 16.3 16.4 18.6 NIt\. 120.2 N/A \21.2 j2I.2 19.0 
Cell (volts) 1.548 1.543 1.545 1.542 1.528 1.530 1.520 1.522 1.469 1.492 1.549 1.539 1.473 
~ 
Aux (volts) .681 .572 .582 .401 268 .307 .090 
AH in to V IL (1.55V) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A '0.9 N/A j2L2 N/A N/A N/A 
Aux (volts) .165 
Press (PSIA) 14 19 
30 Min OCV. Cell 1.415 1.419 1.412 1.420 1.415 1.415 1.415 1.416 1.383 1.386 1.382 1.387 1.386 1.385 1.384 
Aux (volts) .506 5.37 .482 .488 .077 .266 .143 n-"" .V/V 
( Pres. (PSIA) "'7 ~4 D6 D7 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A \20 \20 \22 123 
b, r I hour OCV. Cell N/A 1.409 N/A 1.41 I 1.403 1.403 1.400 1.403 1.378 1.380 1.378 1.379 1.378 1.378 
Aux (volts) .526 .468 .321 .055 .261 .086 .077 
Press (PSIA) \21 \27 ~4 \22 \21 123 \21 14 1:00 In \23 \22 '0 
EOD AH out 15.9 15.5 15.4 15.3 13.6 13.6 13.6 136 15.3 17.2 1·5.5 17.6 17.6 17.6 15.3 
Aux (volts) . I I I .224 .007 .114 .003 .087 .003 .031 
Press (PSIA) 3 3 6 13 12 13 14 6 \20 13 18 19 \21 \20 \20 





9ND-NADC (SP (1173) WQECIC 79-114 
Table VI 
Pressure vs. Capacity Test Data 
Serial No. 003 004 005 006 002 003 005 001 003 005 006 lXJ2 /Xl3 005 006 
Start-ot~Charge, Press. 4 5 I 5 I 4 4 0 5 6 4 5 4 2 3 
AH in to 5 PSIA 15.0 N/A 18.4 N/A 18.1 16.7 17.4 19.6 N/A N/A 17.4 N/A 15.7 18.2 18.2 
Cell (volts) 1.441 1.499 1.507 1.459 1.477 1.532 1.465 1.444 1.492 1.492 
Aux ("'olts) .237 .163 .183 .137 .370 
AH in to 10 PSIA 18.1 17.9 19.1 18.1 18.6 18.4 18.4 19.7 IR.8 18.8 \9.! 18.4 18.2 18.6 18.6 
Cell (volts) 1.496 1.484 1.514 1.495 1.529 1.514 1.520 1.536 1.508 1.518 1.519 1.510 1.495 1.515 1.514 
Aux (volts) .325 .279 .321 .498 .402 .197 .428 
AH in to 15 PSIA 18.8 18.8 19.) 18.8 18.8 18.8 18.8 ~O.I 19.3 19.3 19.6 18.9 18.9 18.9 18.9 
Cell (volts) 1.516 1.512 1.515 1.513 1.536 1.533 1.536 1.545 1.530 1.539 1.540 1.526 1.522 1.522 1.520 
Aux (volts) .378 .354 .488 .578 .458 .223 .456 
AH in to 20 PSIA 19.3 19.3 19.9 19.5 19.1 19.1 19.1 j20.3 19.7 19.6 19.9 19.1 19.1 19.1 19.2 
Cell (volts) 1.518 1.518 1.514 1.519 1.540 1.538 1.540 1.548 1.540 1.545 1.545 1.530 1.527 1.526 1.523 
~ Aux (volts) .4\1 .387 .547 .601 .504 .253 .526 AH in to V IL (I.55V) N/A N/A N/A N/A N.'.\ N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N!A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Aux (volts) 
I Press (pSIA) 30 Min OCV, Cell 1.411 1.4\1 1.408 1.412 1.415 1.415 1.413 1.406 1.406 1.407 1.406 1.418 1.417 1.416 1.417 
Aux (volts) .384 .328 .493 .340 .435 .286 .463 
Press (PSIA) ~3 ~2 18 19 ~6 ~6 ~6 ~4 ~7 ~4 ~3 ~6 ~7 ~ 01 
I hour OCV, Cell 1.402 1.401 1.401 1.403 1.407 1.406 1.405 1.397 1.396 1.397 1.396 1.408 1.4116 1.405 1.407 
Aux (volts) .342 .304 .467 .278 .408 .267 .470 
Press (PSIA) ~I 120 13 16 ~ 1?6 "4 ~I 24 122 121 ~ ~ I?I 17 
EOD AH out 15.6 15.6 15.6 15.6 15.7 15.7 15.7 16.1 15.9 15.9 15.9 15.8 15.8 15.8 15.8 
Aux (volts) 
Press (PSIA) 8 8 2 7 4 8 7 0 7 8 5 8 7 4 4 
Group 2 Group 3 Group 5 Group 6 
NI A-Not Applicable 
- ----_. __ .-
9ND-NADC (SP 11m) WQEC/C 79-114 
... 
-.J 
Serial No. 004 005 
Start-of-Charge, Press. 8 9 
AH in to 5 PSIA N/A N/A 
Cell (volts) 
Aux (volts) 
AH in to 10 PSIA 12.0 12.2 
Cell (volts) 1AtIl 1.457 
Aux (volts) N/A N/A 
AH in to 15 PSIA 13.0 \3.2 
Cell (volts) 1.482 1.478 
Aux (volts) 
AH in to 20 PSIA 13.5 13.7 
Cell (volts) 1.491 1.478 
Aux (volts) 
AH in to V IL (1.55V) N/A N/A 
Aux (volts) 
Press (PSIA) 
30 Min OCV, Cell 1.379 1.380 
Aux (volts) 
Press (PSIA) 23 22 
I hour OCV, Cell 1.370 1.370 
Aux (volts) 
Press (PSIA) 21 21 
EOD AH out 10.1 10.3 
Aux (volts) 
Press (!>SIA) 11 13 
Group 9 
N/A-Not Applicable 
9ND-NADC (SP 11173) 
Table VI 














9ND-NADC (SP 11173) 
SERIAL NO 005 
OHMS VOLTS PRESS 
10.000 .928 19 
5.W .916 18 
2.000 .895 18 
1.000 .870 18 
500 .840 18 
200 .785 18 
100 .732 18 
50 .676 17 
20 .571 17 
10 .479 17 
5 .381 17 
2 .238 16 
I .168 16 
0.5 .111 14 
0.2 .079 14 
0.1 .066 14 
Note: All pressures in PSIA. 
Table Vll 
Special Resistance Characteristic Data on the Auxiliary Electrodes 
006 POWER - 005 POWER - 006 AVERAGE 
VOLTS I PRESS VOLTS PRESS VOLTS PRESS VOLTS PRESS VOLTS MILLIWATTS 
.891 16 .086 .079 
.804 16 .168 .129 
.762 16 .401 .290 
-
.717 17 .757 .514 
.568 18 1.411 .645 
.426 18 3.081 .907 
.311 17 5.358 .967 
.211 17 9.140 .890 
.122 16 16.302 .744 
.079 17 27.944 .624 
.038 16 29.032 .288 
.017 16 28.322 .144 
.008 17 28.22 .064 
; 
.003 16 24.642 .018 
.001 16 31.205 .005 
.001 17 43.560 .010 
WQEC/C 79-114 
POWER = V2 Watts 103 Milliwatts : Milliwatts 
R Watt 
Table VII 
Group 4 Special Resistance Chamcteristic Data on the Auxiliary Electrode:; (Cont) 
9ND-NADC (SP 1\173) 
SERIAL NO 005 006 POWER - 005 POWER - 006 AVERAGE 
OHMS VOLTS PRESS VOLTS PRESS VOLTS PRESS VOLTS PRESS VOLTS PRESS VOLTS MILLJWATTS 
1 
10,000 .907 20 .739 .082 
, 
.(lSS 
5,000 .896 20 .670 .161 .089 
2,000 .874 20 .543 .381 .147 
1,000 .845 20 .420 .714 .176 
500 .814 20 .280 1.325 .IS7 
200 .75S 20 .13! 2.850 .086 
~ 100 .703 20 .074 4.942 .055 
50 .648 19 .049 8.398 .048 
20 .544 19 .027 14·.797 .036 
10 .449 19 .017 20.160 , .029 
5 .347 19 .0\ I 24.082 .024 I 
2 .705 19 .009 2J.OJ) , .040 
1 .142 18 .Im 20.164 .uL5 
0.5 .082 18 .002 13.448 .008 
0.2 .049 18 .00 I 12.005 .005 
0.1 .037 17 .00 I I 13.690 .010 , I 
Note: All pressures in PSIA. 





Group "7 Special Resistance Charolcteristic Data on the Au,ilia:), Electrodes (COni) 
9ND-NADC (SP 11173) 
SERIAL NO 005 006 POWER - 005 POWER - 006 
OHMS VOLTS PRESS VOLTS PRESS VOLTS PRESS VOLTS PRESS VOLTS PRESS 
10,000 .884 19 .817 25 .078 .067 
5,000 .871 19 .815 25 .152 .133 
2.000 .845 19 .814 25 .357 .331 
1.000 .811 19 .802 25 .658 .643 
500 .767 19 .754 25 1.177 1.137 
200 .697 19 .646 25 2.429 2.087 
100 .634 19 .544 25 4.019 2.96 
50 .559 19 .420 25 6.250 3.53 
20 .430 19 .252 .<:5 9.25 3.18 
10 .323 19 .116 25 10.43 1.35 
5 .221 19 .090 25 9.77 1.62 
2 .117 19 .042 25 6.84 .882 
• 1 .070 !9 I .024 25 -+. '~J .576 0.5 .043 19 .014 25 3.69 .392 
0.2 ~ 19 .008 25 3.13 .320 0.1 .019 19 .006 25 3.61 .360 
----- -- -- ------
Note: All pressures in PSIA. 










Group 8 Special Resistance Characteristic Data on the Auxiliary Electrodes (Cont) 
9ND-NADC (SP 11173) 
SERIAL NO. 005 006 POWER -005 POWER - 006 AVERAGE 
OHMS VOLTS PRESS VOLTS PRESS VOLTS PRESS VOLTS PRESS VOLTS PRESS VOLTS MILLIWATTS 
10,000 .889 22 .821 I 24 .079 .067 
5,000 .876 22 .759 24 .153 .115 
2.000 .849 22 .654 24 .360 .214 
1,000 .815 22 .523 24 .664 .274 
500 .771 22 .380 24 1.189 .289 
v. 
200 .707 I 22 .221 24 2.499 .244 I 100 .652 22 .149 24 4.251 .222 
50 .588 22 .!l91 24 5.915 .166 
20 .482 22 .049 24 11.616 .120 
IO .385 22 .029 24 14.823 .084 
5 .283 22 .012 24 16.018 .029 
2 .163 21 .006 24 13.285 .Oi8 
I .103 21 .005 24 10.609 .025 
0.5 .066 20 .003 24 8.712 .048 
0.2 .040 20 .000 24 8.000 ! .000 
0.1 .031 19 .000 24 9.61 : .000 1 I ___ I 
Note: All pressures in PSIA. WQEC/C 79-114 
POWER = V2 WailS ,oJ Milliwans . Milliwats 
R Wall 
Appendix 3 










































SERIAL WEIGHT HEIGHT 
Table I 
Measurement and Leak Test Data 
LENGTH (Inches) WIDTH 
PHENOLPHTHALEIN LEAK TESTS 
INITIAL POST HI VAC POST TEST 
NUMBER (Grams) (Inches) EDGE CENTER* CENTER** (Inches) Tenninals Other Tcnnillals Other Tenninals Other 
(Pre-Test) (post-Test) r 
+ - + - + -
003 .899 .974 
005 .898 .914 
006 .893 .909 
002 898 .999 
003 .902 .891 
006 .898 .894 Pn.~s 
002 .904 I .904 Fitting 003 .896 .899 I 
004 .904 .985 
005 .905 .898 
003 .895 .930 
::.04 .893 .894 
005 .890 .890 
006 .895 .891 , 
003 .902 .894 
004 .903 .887 
005 .898 .895 
006 .897 .877 
001 .911 .910 I 
002 .915 .928 
003 .922 .990 
003 .919 .995 
004 .911 .928 
002 .924 .919 
004 .731 .785 
005 .922 .969 



































Capacity Tt!st I-CHG. e/20. 48 hI'S .. eRA) 
END·OF-CHARGE END·OF·DISCHARGE 
SERIAL 
NUMBER CELL AUX PRESS CAPAC· AUX PRESS ELECT lTV ELECT (Vo1l<;) (VoltS) (PSIAl Cah) (Volts) (PSIAJ 
003 1.452 107 
005 1.44Q .34& 34 10.7 .008 20 
006 1.449 .501 35 10.7 .105 25 
002 1.434 8.7 
003 1.443 40 10.8 19 
006 1.437 .326 32 10.9 .080 20 
002 1.436 48 11.2 13 
003 1."& 46 11.3 19 
00-1 1.436 11.7 
005 1.436 .210 37 11.9 .016 1& 
003 1.441 10.1 
004 1.401 28 9.8 21 
005 I. ... .158 38 9.8 .013 24 
006 lA38 .343 27 9.9 16 
OOJ 1.4:20 5 5.& 5 
IlO4 IA45 107 
005 1.445 .023 32 9.1 .013 I. 
006 1.432 .330 II 7.3 .107 5 
001 1.428 18 9.5 18 
002 IAn 2. 1.2.N 24 
003 IA23 8." 
003 1.500 13.6 
004 1.44Il 24 1.2.9 2. 
002 1...1-32 21 10.3 19 
004 1.456 11.0 
005 1...l-5~ 10.5 
9ND-NADC (SP IlnJ) 
Table II 
Capacity Data 
Cap-xilY Tot l-CHG. ClIO. 14 hrs .• CR."-) 
END-QF·CHARGE END·OF·D1SCHARGE 
CELL AUX PRESS CAPAC· AUX PRESS ELECT ITY ELECT (Volts) ('lolls) (PSIAJ lah) (Volt.<;~ (PSIAJ 
1.461 10.6 
1.460 .401 54 10.6 .023 18 
1.461 .60& 52 10.6 .114 25 
1 . .$52 9.7 
1.44& 59 10.7 23 
1.-;40 .361 44 10.9 '<)69 23 
IA51 80 11.3 17 
1.450 P 11.4 25 
1.450 11.9 
1.450 288 58 11.2 .012 10 
lASt. 10.2 
1.452 35 10.0 22 
1.451 .2(}7 51l 9_8 
.026/ 
25 
1.454 .3S7 33 10.2 18 
I.+r~ 6 5.7 6 
I ASS 11.2 
iA59 ,USO 36 ".1 .0.29 13 
IA33 .285 7 7.n 4158 5 
1.5.20· 25 1,1.3 24 
1.520· 13 1:'.5 :;3 
1.5.21"- 1(,-7 
1.523'" 1.2.8 
1.5.2'· 20 12.3 20 




Capacity Tot 3 (10°C)-CHG. CliO 1-' hn .• 
END·OF-CHARGE I END-QF·D1SCHARGE 
CELL AUX PRESS CAPAC- AUX PRESS ELECT In· ELECT (VoltS) (Volt!» (PS!A) Cah) (Volts) (PSIAJ 
1411> lOA 
IA81 .352 55 10.4 .02-' 21 
IA82 553 53 10.4 .120 25 
1.459 9.7 
1.: .... "2 61 105 2& 
L451 .355 49 10.8 .053 24 
1.- 83 11.0 21 
1.467 78 11.0 ]8 
IA68 II. 7 
1.- .219 60 12.0 0)3 22 
1--'78 ' 10.1 
1.47-1 J6 99 22 
1.478 174 52 97 .m.l 26 
1.·176 352 
" 
Ill. I .1l13 18 
1.397 6 -,U 6 
1.4:'; 9.9 
1.476 .1l4I1 31 8.2 0.20 13 
1.442 . .2.31 • 62 005 4 
1.5:W- n J(),g .22 
1.5.21- n II ,R 22 
1.521- lOA 
1.521~ 119 
1.523- 19 114 19 
!.52i*' 18 8.9 18 
1.·ul7 II I I.~.~~J lOA 
*AH;1l III 1.520 V\llt~: Grr 7. S'N (K'I (17.1 AHI. SiN OUl {16.8 AHI. S :'\ {)O~ (17.5 Alii. Grp X. S:~ 003 (17 .5 AH). S ~ (X~ (17.0 AHI: Grp 9. S:~ oo:! (13.5 AH) 
*~AHm ttl 1.510 Vnll~: Grp 7. S!~ {MIl 11-1.7 AHI. S N 002 115.'l "HI. sox 1)0,\ 11-1.3 AHI: Grp H. 5 N()(l.~ (1).2 Afh. S'N ro. .. l 11-1.6 A:iL Grr 9. S N IXl2111"" AH} 
Table IJJ 
Internal Resistance and Shon Test Data 
INTERNAL RESISTANCE (MILLlONf,) INTERNAL SHORT TEST 
SERIAL ONE HOUR TWO HOURS AFTER 16 AFTER 24 HOUR 
NUMBER END-OF- AFTER START- AFTER START- HR SHORT OCV STAND CHARGE OF-DISCHARGE OF-DISCHARGE CELL CELL PRESS 
003 3.1 3.2 N/A .019 1.168 
005 3.2 3.3 N/A .017 .017 17 
006 3.0 3.2 N/A .023 1.175 22 
002 3.4 3.0 N/A .000 .000 
003 3.7 3.0 N/A .000 .000 16 
006 2.9 2.6 N/A .000 .000 20 
002 2.8 2.9 N/A .015 1.190 13 
003 2.9 2.9 N/A .013 1.186 18 
004 3.1 3.2 N/A .013 1.178 
005 2.7 3.2: 3.4 .010 1.177 17 
003 3.0 3.1 N/A .012 1.187 
004 3.3 3.4 N/A .016 1.179 19 
005 3.6 3.7 N/A .014 1.187 22 
006 2.9 3.0 N/A .012 1.180 16 
003 3.1 8.5 N/A .008 .055 6 
004 6.1 5.0 N/A .008 .012 
005 4.0 5.6 N/A .033 1.193 3 
006 5.2 5.6 N/A .011 1.170 3 
001 3.3 3.1 N/A .Oll 1.194 19 
002 3.2 3.1 4.0 .012 1.206 21 
003 3.0 3.1 N/A .011 1.191 
003 D 3.3 3.8 .003 .004 
004 4.0 3.3 3.8 .005 .007 18 
002 2.8 3.0 N/A .015 1.200 17 
004 3.0 2.9 N/A .012 1.206 
005 2.9 2.8 N/A .013 1.207 
N/A - Not applicable - cells did not last 2.0 hrs. on discharge. (9N-NADC (SP 11173) 
55 
Table IV 
Charge Retention Test Data 
END-OF-CHARGE 24 HR. OCV I WEEK OCV END-OF-DISCHARGE 
SERIAL 
NUM8ER CELL AUX. PRESS CELL AUX. PRESS CELL AUX. PRESS CAPAC- AUX. PRESS 
(Volts) ELECT (PSIA) (Volts) ELECT (PSIA) (VoltS) ELECT (PSIA) ITY ELECT (PSIA) (Volts) (Volts) (Vol!» (ah) (Volts) 
(X13 1.477 1.364 1.300 S.9 
005 1.475 .372 53 1.367 .010 19 1.303 .cXXI 1M 9.1 -.045 IS 
006 1.476 .574 53 1.369 .0 II 24 1.305 .(XJ7 23 9.1 -.035 22 
(X)2 1.449 1.269 0.000 0.0 
003 1.452 58 1.302 18 1.254 16 4.0 16 
(X16 1.445 .341 45 1.309 .020 22 1.275 .(XI8 21 6.8 - .014 21 
002 1.466 80 1.361 15 I..1(XI 14 9.5 14 
(X13 1.464 75 1.358 20 1.290 19 9.0 19 
(XJ4 1.465 1.359 1.297 9.8 
(XIS ! .465 .224 56 I.3fJO .005 19 1.299 .000 19 10.0 -.012 18 
W3 1.471 1.360 1 .2t;.j 8.6 
(Kl4 1.469 36 1.350 21 1.290 20 7.9 19 
(X15 1.472 .184 51 1..164 .()(J4 23 1.297 .(XIO 23 8.4 -.002 22 
(X16 1.470 .351 34 1.35.1 .(xJ4 16 1.287 .001 16 8.1 -.059 i6 
003 1.413 6 1.254 6 1.080 6 0.0 6 
(Kl4 1.466 1.315 I.2S0 6.1 
005 1.472 .025 23 1.347 .012 4 1.2')8 .001 3 7.1 .002 3 
006 1.424 . 169 :l 1.288 .0 II 3 1.264 .002 3 3.7 -.043 3 
(xli 1.521' 22 1.345 23 1.302 21 S.7 20 
002 1.521' 22 1.348 22 1.308 22 10.2 22 
003 1.520' 1.341 1.295 7.6 
'AH;, to 1.520 voll" SIN 001 (14.451. SIN 002 ()4.92 Aft). SIN 003 (14.(14 AH) 
003 1,521' 1.356 1.313 9.8 
()(J4 1.522' 18 1.339 18 1.295 IS S.5 18 
'Ali;, to 1.520 volts; SIN 003 (14.99 AH), SIN ()(J4 (14.31 AH) 
002 1.522' 17 1.363 17 1.326 17 8.1 17 
()(J4 1.486 1.369 1.322 9.7 
005 1.481 1.370 1.326 9.1 
'AH;, to 1.520 volts: SIN 002 (11.06 AH) 
56 
Table V 
Charge Efficiency and Overcharge Data 
Charge Efficiency -CHG. C/40. 20 hrs .. looe O\'crdl!lrge Test I-CHG. eno. 60 hrs .. o"e Overcharge Test 2-CHG. ClIO. 24 hrs .• 35"C 
END-OF-CHARGE END-OF-D1SCHARGE END-OF-CHARGE END-OF-D1SCHARGE I:ND-OF-CHARGE END-OF-CHARGE 
SERIAL 
NUMBER CELL AUX PRESS CAPAC- AUX PRESS CELL 
AUX PRESS CAPAC- AUX PRESS CELL AUX PRESS 
CAPAC- AUX PRESS 
(VollS) ELECT (PSIA) ITY ELECT (PSIA) (Volts) ELECT PSIAl ITY ELECT (PSIA) (VoilS) ELECT (PSIA} ITY ELECT (PSIAl (Volt);) (ab) (Volts) (Volts} (3h~ (VOILo;) (VOlbJ Cah) (Voil!» 





005 L373 .002 17 2.8 -_001 17 1.508 .192 37 9.7 -.020 20 1.436 _441 45 10_6 _017 21 
00b L371 _014 22 2.8 -_018 22 1.509 .333 40 9_6 .110 26 1.438 _665 47 10_. _088 26 
N 002 _007 0_0 _013 0_0 1.422 8_5 
Q. 
~ 
E 003 _014 16 0_0 16 IA33 
15 5.3 15 1.4GB 32 10_4 21 
0 00b _015 .002 20 0_0 JX)2 20 _033 _000 19 0_0 _000 19 1.401 .255 28 W.S _045 23 




003 1.375 18 >_7 18 IA96 61 10..+ 34 1.424 68 11.6 25 , 
2 
0 004 L373 3_8 1.497 11.0 
1.425 12.2 
005 L374 _001 17 4_0 _000 17 1.4(>.) _089 50 11.2 _014 27 1.423 .421 47 12.3 .002 22 
v. ... ..., 
Q. 
003 1.38~ 3_8 L519 9.4 1.436 10_6 
004 L386 ' 19 3.t.- 19 L510 31 9_1 22 1.432 30 10_3 24 
~ 
E 
0 005 1.385 _001 23 3_. _000 23 1.508 _096 41 9_1 _017 28 1.437 .259 38 10.3 .024 25 
006 L384 .012 16 3_8 -.013 16 L510 .274 29 9_4 _OS: '8 1.-$32 .356 28 10_6 _049 19 
003 1.399 6 3.3 , 6 1.510 6 5_9 • 1.412 7 7.3 7 
'" Q. 004 L394 3.3 1.496 ; I L367 3_5 
~ 
2 
0 005 L379 .002 3 
3_7 -_003 3 L514 _014 15 6_8 _003 9 1.426 _031 16 10_0 _011 6 
006 1.382 _014 3 3.3 -.062 3 1.500 .203 4 5_7 .013 4 1.)69 .205 3 6_0 .021 3 
~ 001 1.376 19 3.7 19 1.598* 38 9.1 36 IAI8 35 12.1 33 
Q. 
~ 
2 002 1.372 21 3.4 21 1.612'" 52 9.4 4R I Ao.l 35 12.5 32 
0 003 1.)79 3.7 1.597· 8_9 1.415 11.7 
~ 
Q. 
~ 003 L388 4_0 1.603· 9.7 1..102 12.5 
2 
0 004 L381 18 4_0 18 1.613'" 42 9.5 41 1.379 37 11.7 34 
'" 
002 L386 17 3_5 17 1.638'* 41 7.4 20 1.520' 20 9_1 19 
Q. 
~ 
2 004 1.384 3.4 1.507 10_' 
1_450 11.3 
0 005 L380 3_4 1.505 9,4 1.447 10.8 
9ND-NADC (SP 11173) 
.-Removed from charge because of Iligh voltage (AHin): Group 7. SIN 001 n4.lJ. SfN 001 (lolA). SIN 003 (13_81: Gmup 8. SIN 003 (14.7). SIN ()().S (14.2): Group 9. 
SIN 002 (115) 





AH in to 5 PSIA 
Cell (VOll~) 
Aux (volts) 
AU in to 10 PSIA 
Cell (volts) 
Aux (volts) 
AH in to 15 PSIA 
Cell (volts) 
Aux (volts) 
AH in to 20 PSIA 
Cell (volts) 
Aux (volts) 
AH in to V/L (1.55V) 
AUK (volts) 
Press (PSIA) 
30 Min OCV, Cell 
Aux (volts) 
Press (PSIA) 
I hour OCV. Cell 
Aux (volts) 
Press (PSIA) 
EOD AH out 
Aux (volts) 
Pre;;s (PSIA) 


























Pressu .. • vs. Capacity Test Data 
_. 
003 006 002 003 005 004 005 006 
7 9 3 8 8 6 14 8 
N/A N/A 12.3 N/A "</A N/A N/A N/A 
1.489 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
11.4 10.7 13.0 12.0 13.0 N/A 10.9 
1.487 1.468 • 1.520 1.490 1.505 1.509 
.145 .264 .343 
12.1 .12.6 13.4 12.7 13.5 9.7 
1.519 1.547 1.538 1.518 i.531 1.472 
.387 .341 .098 
12.8 13.5 13.0 i3.8 11.4 
1.539 1.542 1.527 1.544 1.548 
.386 .221 
12.9 N/A NIl'- N/A 11.4 11.5 
.418 .392 
18 I 6 13 
bOll 1.398 1.396 1.402 1.403 1.396 1.397 1.396 288 .301 .153 .260 
~I 16 21 23 6 19 12 
1.385 1.385 1.391 1.391 1.393 1.388 1.389 1.389 
_255 .273 .131 .224 
I7 114 19 18 19 6 17 II 
10.0 10.2 10.9 10.6 11.6 9.0 9.0 9.4 
.111 .048 .026 .064 
10 10 6 II 9 6 15 9 






AH in to 5 PSIA 
Cell (volts) 
Aux (volts) 
AH in to 10 PSIA 
Cell (volts) 
Aux (volts) 
AH in to 15 PSIA 
Cell (volts) 
Aux (volts) 
AH in to 20 PSIA 
Cell (volts) 
Aux (volts) 
AH in to V IL (1.55V) 
Aux (volts) 
Press (PSIA) 
30 Min OCV. Cell 
Aux (volts) 
Press (PSIA) 
I hour OCV. Cell 
Aux (volts) 
Press (PSIA) 
EOD AH out 
Aux (volts) 
Press (PSIA) 
NI A-Not Applicable 
003 005 006 
8 6 4 






6.6 11.8 8.5 
.027 .246 
8 ~4 9 
1.367 1.391 1.368 
.018 .122 
8 10 9 
1.355 1.381 1.355 
.017 .100 
8 8 9 
4.9 9.1 63 
.003 -.080 
8 7 9 
Group 6 
Table VI 
Pressure vs. Capacity Test Data 
/XlI 002 ~ 002 
7 9 8 17 
N'A N/A NIA N/A 
N/A N/A NIA N/A 




14.5 14.5 13.7 10.5 I 
10 10 8 18 I 1.400 1.396 1.391 1.391 
10 10 8 18 
1.393 1.388 1.382 1.384 
9 10 8 18 
11.6 I J.7 11.3 8.1 I 
8 10 8 18 
Group 7 Group 8 Group 9 
--- -- --
Appendix 4 
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DESIGN VARIABLE PROGRAM - CAP CHECKS BY PACK 
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DESIGN VARIABLE PROGRAM - CAP CHECKS BY PACK 
CRANE PACK 3E, 40% DOD, 9.6 AMP DIS., 20C 
6 MONTH 12 MONTH 18 MONTH 24 MONTH 36 MONTH 
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DESIGN VARIABLE PROGRAM - CAP CHECKS BY PACK 
CRANE PACK 3F, 40% DOD. 9.6 AMP DIS., 20C 
6 MONTH 12 MONTH 18 MONTH 24 MONTH 36 MONTH 
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
CAPACITY - AH 
~ 
DESIGN VARIABLE PROGRAM - CAP CHECKS BY PACK 
CRANE PACK 3G, 40% DOD, 9.6 AMP DIS., 20C 
6 MONTH 12 MONTH 18 MONTH 24 MONTH 36 MONTH 
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DESIGN VARIABLE PROGRAM - CAP CHECKS BY PACK 
CRANE PACK 3H. 40% DOD. 9.6 AMP DIS., 20 C 
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DESIGN VARIABLE PROGRAM - CAP CHECKS BY PACK 
CRANE PACK 31, 40% DOD, 9.6 AMP DIS., 20 C 
6 MONTH 12 MONTH 18 MONTH 24 MONTH 36 MONTH 
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DESIGN VARIABLE PROGRAM - CAP CHECKS BY PACK 
CRANE PACK 3J, 40% DOD, 9.6 AMP DIS., 20 C 
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DESIGN VARIABLE PROGRAM - CAP CHECKS BY PACK 
CRANE PACK 3K, 40% DOD, 9.6 AMP DIS., 20 C 
6 MONTH 12 MONTH 18 MONTH 24 MONTH 36 MONTH 
CAP. CHECK CAP. CHECK CAP. CHECK CAP. CHECK CAP. CHECK 
CELL VOLTS 1.4 rl ..:;;:.;;~--=.;..:.....-------------------------
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DESIGN VARIABLE PROGRAM - CAP CHECKS BY PACK 
CRANE PACK 3L, 40% DOD, 9.6 AMP DIS., 20 C 
6 MONTH 12 MONTH 18 MONTH 24 MONTH 30 MONTH 
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Appendix 5 
Typical Cycle Plots 
70 
... c... CD DES VAR TYP CYC 
'&(1) 
(1) 
E OJ c... 0 0 ~ 30 222 u~ II ~ .... II-' '- 0 
.... 0 ::J C > CD> (1) II VT 1.454, 113% RECHARGE .... ""II ... ltc>go '-(1) 
'-
.... 
""" .....-"0 II .... 
'- '-
::J CD 
- pr-.r9 IT) Q. U U BI!B Srd .1...-
.STOOI : ( 1.5 ~ .75 





70 f 30 .55 E 1.3 20 
.50 
60 [ -> 10 r 1.2 
.45 
.40 t 50 r 0 
.35 
-10 l 1. 1 
• 30 
40 . 
.25 f -20 30 F 1.0 
.20 -30 
• 15 20 
• -40 
.10 I 10 f -50 t .9 
.05 
0.00 L o L -60 I:-
.8 0 I I I I I I I • I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I • I I I I '--I.oo.J 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 








.80 r 100 
• 75 ~ 
• 70 ~ 90 
! 
.65 ~ 80 
• 60 ~ 
• 55 ~ 70 
.5111 I-L 60 
.45 , 
• 411l ~ Sill 
• 35 ~ 
• 311l ~ 411l 
, 
• 25 ~ 31'1 
.20 t 
5 20 
• 1 , 
• HI ~ 1 III 
• 0S ~ 
1Il.1Il1ll L III 








































DES VAR TYP CYC 
3E 156 
VT 1. 454. 116% RECHARGE ...... 0.11 volt.og. oOO~ 
-- ...-.... EIII 3rd .l~ 
,.,-r 
r· 
......... ~ ............... '" __ ,y"_ ,t to. /r III" 
( 
~f 
to au DUO co ~ 
.... ~ .. -.... -euo gO ,,, .... '" goo 0 
1.1 ~ u u u u u u u u u u j 
1. riJ 
.91:~~~88~ ~ 
~ ~ --- Ii::a::~;: ;; an::91 
_st.", I.,. I I!" , I"" I. "I"" 7.d'A" I"" I! , ~! ! I 
o 10 20 31!l 40 50 60 70 80 90 101'1 




























.65 E 40 80 




..... 60 ~ 10 w 
.45 
.40 50 f 0 
.35 
.30 t 40 -10 
.25 t -20 ~ t 3D .20 t 
. 15 20 
-40 
. 10 t-
.05 t- 10 t -50 t 

















DES VAR TYP CYC 
3F214 
VT 1.454, 116% RECHARGE ........ coil vol t.oge 
000 Ctr't"Gnt 
.... P'"""""'"" 
BB8 3rd elactrode 
.8 I ! I. !!, , I, , I! t I! I I , ,', • I! , " ! I 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
TIME IN MINUTES 
- a.. III DES VAR TYP CYC . 0 E m 
'-0 a. 0 0 ~..., ..., 3G 224 III ..., .... 
.!O L 0 :::l C > III> 0 
" VT 1.454, 112% RECHARGE ..- ... 11 YDltcogo 0 t. .... 000 CU'f'CInt 
"'[I III '-:::l .... 
-...-...... L L III (I) Q. U U sea _.1.......-
.80 r 100 I 60 f 1.5 r 
.75 
.., 90 50 
• ,0 40 ~ 1.4 
.65 80 
.60 30 f (' 
.55 70 1.3 20 
.50 
60 ~ 10 
.45 1.2 TOO 000 00 ~ 
.40 I 50 0 I Cue ca coo 00 00 
• ,,5 f- l. 1 I / 
.30 ~ 40 • -10 t -20 
.25 r 30 F 1.0 .~ f -30 
• 15 20 -~ I .10 .9 
.05 ~ 10 -50 
, 
0.00 L 0 -60 .8 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
TIME IN MINUTES 






































DES VAR TYP eye 
3H 110 
VT 1.454, 114% RECHARGE ++++ ",,11 YOltGgII 
ooo~ 
-~ I!BB !rd el-..cdo 
.80 ~ 100 
.75 
60 f 1.5 //" " '" " '" 50 7n 90 
.... I, 
.ti5 r 80 40 
.60 t 









• 35 ~ 1--10 
• 30 ~ 40 
i t -20 
•
25 r 30t 
.20 ~ , -30 
.15 ~ 20 ~ -40 
.10 ~ 
I 10 r -50 
.05 r 




1. 2 ~ ( 
~ 
1. 1 to 00 ~ &::$ ... oo,j 
1.0 
-----..-
• 9 t 
.8 J • ,I , ,I • • I , • I , " • , i , • I, , J , , " • I 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
TIME IN MINUTES 
.... a.. II DES VAR TYP eye • CD E m L. Cl. 0 
..,'" 0 .., 
0'" (I .., ..... 31 110 
"""" 
L. 0 
..... 0 ::l C > II> III (I VT 1.454, 117% RECHARGE ..... call vol t<lgo L. III L. ..... 000 CUI"r'Qlt. "lJ (I ..... 
L. L. ::l II -~ (I) Q. U U IIl9 3rod al--=--
.00 r 1(JO I : J 1.5 [ 
• 75 ~ 
• 70 ~ 90 
40 1.4 
.65 t 80 
3D 
:: t 7U f 20~ 1.3 t ~ I ! I 
-.J .50 I 60 
c-
.45 l- I: f 1. 2 t 
.40 t 50 
.35 
--10 t 1.1 
.30 L 40 
.25 ~ -20 r:-::f0 ~ 1.0 
.20 ~ -30 
• 15 ~ 20 _ I ~ -40 f 
• 9 I - - .............. 
• 10 f-
.05 t 10 [ -50 [ 
o -60 .8 I , , ! • I I , , t I , • , • I I • ! , I ! ! ! • I • ! I • J , I I , I , , , I I ! •• ! I , , I • I 0.00 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
TIME IN MrNUTES 
... 
L III n. 
.... 111 0 .... (J 
01-' 






.80 r 100 
• 75 t 
.70 I 90 




· 45 ~ 60 --.I 
--.I 
• 40 ~ 50 
.35 ~ 
.30 40 
.25 ~ 30 
.20 r 
L 
• 15 I 20 , 
.10 r 10 
.05 l-
0.00 L 0 
n. ~ E \J \J 
.... 
... 




... ::J QI U U 
60 r 1.5 f 
50 F-




DES VAR TYP CYC 
3J 110 
VT 1.454, 10BY. RECHARGE 
( 
ie-a-a RA R 
..... ""II ""I t.lgo 
ooo~ 
-~ 8B9 3rd el-..ado 
• • • 
000 u~ ,... .......... -
10 r 1.2 r /' "'-.:..-..v 000 co 000 u-c 
o F- ~ • •• ••• •• ••• •• 





::l ::,. '" ,', d, ,', d, d, ,,, d, ,', " 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
TIME IN MINUTES 
.~ 
a. CD DES VAR TYP CYC L Q) E m a. c 
.,Q) C ., 
0" (I ., ...... 3L 296 ~ L 0 :l C II > m> Q) L V7 1.433, 118% RECHARGE .... cell voltage Q) L ...... 000 CUM"Q!r'lt 
-u 01 ...... 
L L :l 01 _ .. ~(T) n. u u 8BB 3rd elactroda 
.90 COO I 60 f 1.5 
.75 50 
7 t gO • 0 40 1.4 
.55 80 
.60 f 30 
.55 70 f 1. 3 
20 
.50 
60 ~ -.J 00 10 r 1.2 
.45 
.40 50 f 0 
.35 
-1G t.. 1. 1 
.30 40 
.25 r -20 30 f 1.0 
.20 -30 
• 15 20 
r -40 
.10 I t .9 10 ~ -50 
.05 
0.00 L OL-60 L .8
0 10 2(] 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
TIME IN MINUTES 
I ~ 


















.70 YO ~ 
.65 80 r 
.60 






· 35 I 
• 30 ~ 
.25 
.20 r 
· 15 r 



































DES VAR TYP eye 
30 1163 
VT 1.454, 113% RECHRRGE 
~III -I II 
~ cell vol t.agJ! 
000 CUM"Cilnt 
.... ~
eea 3rd elGCtrodg 
.8 f , , , '" '" ,!, ,! , !, ,!, ,!, ,!, ,! 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 










































DES VAR TYP CYC 
3E 1098 
VT 1.454, 115% RECHARGE ......... cgll voltage 
000 CUN"CII"It 
~~
B88 31"'C1 electr"OdQ 
.80 
~"' I.> 
100 f 60 1.5. 
f 
.70 90 















. 15 f' 20 
• 10 t 10 
.05 
0.00 t 0 
50 M"" I I I I I I I I I I I I I .- .... 




10 f 1.2 
o r 
uuuuuu~ 
'~ Coo 00 000 00 00 





f A A A 8 A : A r AAApB • 
.9 :~::::::: '-..s ••• A .A AAP A • ...a.B 
• •• -...... ~------..... ... '--" ~ 
-50 
-60 .8 L ", ,I, ,I, ,I, ,I, ,I, , I, ,I, ,I, 
o 10 2(1 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
TIME IN MINUTES 
.~ 
L (l) c... 
.. H~ 
0"" m m ..... L 






.80 f 100 F 
.75 
.70 90 
.65 r 80 
• C..J 










. 15 20 
.10 L 10 
.05 I 











60 r 1.5 
50 

















DES VAR TYP CYC 
3F 1151 
VT 1.454, 116% RECHARGE 
~! 
~ .. 00 00 0"0 ou. 
~ cgl) voltage 
000 Cl..lt"'N;nt 
.... ~
838 3rd elcoctrodo 









• 8 0 lU 20 
I I 1 I 4 ~-'-'-~~~~"""""""'-.&....L.J 100 30 40 ::;0 60 70 80 90 
TIME Hj M:NUTES 
... 
L (I) a.. 
...,(1) 
U..., OJ OJ ..... 1.. 
•. 0 ::l 




• 8" ~ 100 ( 
.75 
.70 90 
• 65 ~ 80 
.60 









.25 r 30 
.20 








































DES VAR TYP CYC 
3G 1159 
VT 1. 454, 112~ RECHARGE .......... ccdl yoitoga 000 CM"'t'CIftt-
.... pr'G8'IUNI 
889 3rd 81C1Ctrodo 
~~~oo 00 000 00 o~ 
~ ........... ,-.~p~~ 
-60 .8 I! I I ! t !! ,I, ! 1. • I! • I 1 1 J, ,I, ,I 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 







ll.. OJ DES \j f,R TYP CYC ID L ll.. E m 
...,ID 0 0 
U..., IIJ 
..., 
3H1052 ..., ...... 01 ..... L 0 
..... 0 :J C (J > 
++++ cal\ vol tage 01> fJ) VT •. 454, 116% RECHARGE ID L 
000 CU"'f'"'CiInt 
"U 01 L ..... 
:J ...... 
-.. ~~ .. L L 01 en ll.. L) U B88 3rd elGCtrodo 
.~ t 100 f 60 [ 1.5 
.75 50 
.70 90 
40 ~ 1. 4 I 
.85 r- 80 
.60 I-
70 ~ 30t ~ ( 
.55 f 1.3 20 
.50 
00 60 ~ 10 i: 1. 2 w 
.45 
.40 t 50 I- 0 
F -10 t.. 1. 1 .35 I 
.30 t 40 
.25 f -20 30 F 1.0 
.20 t -30 
• 15 20 ~ -40 
• 10 I- ~ .9 
10 ~ -50 
· 05 ~ 
0.00 L o L -60 L 
.8 0' , I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
TIME IN MINUTES 
-L 0 CL 
...,0 
U..., (]I 
CO ..... L 
..... 0 :::l 
w> a; 
!D ,... !D 
L 
(TJ c... 
· 80 ~ 100 [ 
.75 
.70r 90! 
.65 f- 80 
.60 f-





· 40 ~ 50 
.35 
I 40 
• 30 ~ 
.25 30 
• 20 ~ 
· 15 ~ 20 
• 10 
· 05 ~ 10 
0.00 L 0 
a.. w 
E m 













20 f- r ~ I 
iOf1.2 
o 
-10 1.101(.,. ",,0 00 000 od 
-20 
DES VAR TYP CYC 
31 1054 
VT 1.454, 118% RECH~qGE 
-30 1.0 r·· ... ----.... -~:-:~~ __ ---




..... call vol tago! 
000 .........,~ 
.... pr-..... 
!188 3rd alClCb"cldo 
-60 .8 I • J , , I, t J I ! I • ." • I, • I! ! I , , , 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 












L L (1l G.-





.55 L 70 
. 50 ~ 60 
co .45 U> 
.40 I 50 
.35 
I 40 ::~ ~ r 30 ~ 
t 
.20 
.15 L 20 


































1. 1 .f; 00 000 coo C 0 6 
DES VAR TYP CYC 
3J 957 
VT 1.454. 111% RECHARGE 
-20 t 
-30 t l.Of " .. _ ............... ~ .... 
.. ... .. .. ~ 
-40 f . 9 
-50 t 
-60 .8 0 10 20 
I, ,I. I I • • I , 
30 60 70 4u 50 
TIME IN MINUTES 
80 
++++ coli voltage 
ooo~ 
- praar<I 8BII 3rd .. 1 .. __ .......... 
90 100 
..... 











.80 r 100 
.75 
.70 l 90 
.65 r 80 
.60 
.55 L 70 
00 
.50 I 60 
'" 
• 45 
• 40 ~ 50 
.35 
.30 I 40 
.25 r 30 
.20 
.15 L 20 
.10 I 10 
.05 






























DES VAR TYP eye 
3K 1049 
VT 1.454. I121( RECHARGE 
r~uu uu u~ 
.u.+ call ""I taga 
ooo~ 
-~ BEll Srd .1......-
I ...... -.oct-o~ .... o .... O:Mo:r"O~<u,....'O:Mo""'o~~o 







-60 .81, ", ., .. l, .) •• 1 •••• ,I •• 1. , ••• , 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 







... a. ar DES VAR TYP CYC • CD E 01 
bCD a. 0 0 
U.oJ (I 
.., 
3L 1291 .oJ .... 
.!O I.. 0 :J C > ar> CD (I VT 1.433, 111% RECHARGE .... call w1taga CD I.. .... 000 ...........t. "0 (I I.. 
:J .... -~ I.. I.. (I (Y) Q.. U U Il89 _.1.......-
.80 r 100 r 60 r 1.;) 
.75 I-
90 f 50 .70 
40 ~ 1.4 
.65 80 
.60 




.45 f.- lO r 1.2 ..., 
.40 50 r 0 
.35 
-10 t. 1.1 
.30 40 
.25 t -20 30 F 1.0 
.20 -30 
.15 f 20 ~ -40 
.10 
10 -50 t 
.9 
.05 
0.00 I.. 01..-60L. .8 f!lIHrdIBli flB.BlBB Bs.Blae. BBdIBla. eBIBlBdil B~d!lBle BB":IIB1S sSla I I I I I I 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
TIME IN MINUTES 
... 0- m DES VAR TYP eye • CD E [J) bCD 0- 0 0 
.... 3D 5156 0 .... II .... ... 20 L r:: 0 ::J > CD> CD II VT 1. 454. 10B" RECHARGE _ CIIll ... ltcgo CD L ... GOO .....-
"tI II L ... L L ::J II -~ (1) 0- W W 8BB 9rd eJ cdo 









60 f "" 00 10 r 1.2 
.45 
.40 50 f 0 
.35 
-10 t. 1. 1 
• 30 
40 . 
.25 r -20 
.20 L 
30 F 1.0 
-30 
.15 20 ~ -40 
.10 
10 -50 t 
.9 
.05 
0.00 L. OL-60 L .8 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I. 1'1 I I' I I I I I I I I •• I' I I I I I I 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
TIME IN MINUTES 
... 
D- ID DES VAR TYP CYC • 0 m 
1;0 D-
E D D 
... U'" II ... 
-
3E 5161 !O L 0 :I s::: > ID> 0 II VT 1.454, 1i19~ RECHARGE - ... l .... tcge 0 L 
"tI II L 
...... ......~ 
::J ~. L L II 
- s--ra (I) Q.. U U ... 8rd.J ' ..... 
.80 t 100 ~ 60 f 1.5 
.75 50 ~ ... I I I I I I I I • I I I I " 
.70 90 
40 ~ 1.4 
.65 L 80 
.60 
70 ~ 30 .55 E 1.3 20 
.50 
60 
1: [ 1.2 f 00 .45 ~ rww ww uuw ~ '" 
.40 50 V Ce ecc ee cce ce 
.35 
-10 t. 1. 1 
.30 40 





401 .10 .9 10 -50 
.OS 
0.00 o -60 .81. I I I I. I I I I., I I I I I I, I. I I I I I I I I I Ii I I I I I I I I II I I I I. I I.' 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
TIME iN tHNUTES 
_____ ~~~=¥W7Gn?-··=m .........---~--.---. 
'L-_____ ~ 
... a.. II DES VAR TYP eye • III E 01 
LIII a.. 0 0 'tl~ II ~ 3F 5204 ~ 






L L :J II -~ (I) Q. U U l1li8 _ .1 ____ 
.80 
':1 60 f 1.5 .75 so .70 
40 ~ 1.4 
.65 80 
.50 
70 f 30 .55 E 1.3 20 
.50 60 F 
"" 
• 45 10 r 1.2 0 
.40 
so r 0 
.35 
-10 t. 1. 1 
.30 40 
.25 t -20 30 f 1.0 
.20 -30 
.15 20 ~ -40 






10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
TIME IN MI"'~JTES 
~ 
... a.. (I DES VAR TYP eye • CD E m !iCD 0.. 0 0 
0"- 0 ~ 3G 5214 ~ 
-!O L a :J c > 0> 0 II VT 1.454, 103~ RECHARGE ..... call ""ltago 0 L 
-
ooo~ "t:J 0 L 
-
L L :J 0 
- "..-.... (1l D.. U U IlB9 3rd el __ 
.80 
100 t 60 f 1.5 
.75 50 90 
.70 
40 ~ 1.4 
.65 80 
.60 
70 f 30 .55 E 1.3 
aJ 
'" 
• 50 t 60 f 10 r 1.2 
.45 
.40 50 r 0 
.35 
. -10 [ 1. 1 ~ 
.30 40 
.25 -20 30 
- 30 f 1.0~ , I .20 t-
I 
.15 ~ 20 -40 




OL-60 L .8«'«" "«" r.", ,,,, I I"" I"., I , • , I , , , , J , ! , , I , , , ! I 0.00 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
TIME IN MINUTES 
L 










3H 5095 c 0 :l > OJ II 
OJ L 
-
VT 1.454, 188% RECHARGE ..... CIIlI woltogo 
I! L -
OCIO ~ 
:l III -~ 0- U U IBI Srd .1 ___ 











'-I_ uu \.J _00 co eo-
"' 
~ 00"0 C e ooc _ C ou 
t.2 








0.00 .a t .. " .,. ,', '" ," .,. ", .,. ", " 
o 10 20 30 ~ ~ 60 M 80 00 100 
TIME IN MINUTES 
... a.. 8J DES V"R TYP eye • 0 t. a.. E 0 
.... 0 0 
.... 0 .... II 
.... 
- 31 5105 IJo-' t. 0 
f) ~.o :J C > CII> 0 II VT 1.448, 107" RECHARGE ....... 11 voltGgo 0 t. ...... OOO~ -0 II t. ...... 
t. :J II - ,.--.... ~;; Q. U U 988 e-.tal __ 
~ .80 r 100 r 60 r 1.5 
.75 
90 t 
:: ~ 1. 4 ~ ~' I I I I I I I I I I I I I I' .70 
.65 80 
.60 
70 ~ 30 .55 E 1.::1 20 
'0 .50 60 1M IT l'AA~ ~ r,:: .45 .40 50 o . DBA ea::: ~:;:u, iaR :-: ut~ r BE F....a.....aA A 
.35 
-10 1. 1 
.30 40 
.25 t -20 30 F 1.0 
.20 -30 
.15 20 t~ .10 t t .9 10 -50 
.05 
0.00 o -60 t .8 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
TIME IN MINUTES 


























• SO r 100 
.75 r 
.70 I 90 
6Gf 
50 
.65 L 40 30 
.60 ~ 30 




.40 r 50 I- 0 
.35 I 
40 ~. -10 
.30 
.25 E -20 30 
.20 ~ -30 
.15 20 ~ -40 
.10 t 















DES VAr TYP CYC 
3J 5014 
VT 1.433. 11 B% RECHARGE 
--------.....-
++H call volta ... 
OOO~ 
-~ BB9 _.1..-
'~ / ~ 
I.I}:: ::: ::-!,J~:::~:: :2:= :::: 1.2 
1.0 
.9 
.8" .1. '" ' •• " .1 ••••• , •• 1 .• , •• .....; 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
TIME IN MINUTES 
... CL (I DES VAR TYP eye L 0 E m !l.. 0 0 4>0 4> 04> f 4> ..... 3K 5277 !O c 0 :l ! > OJ> 0 VT 1.428, 117% RECHARGE ..... can voltGgI 0 L ..... ooo~ 
"tI (I 
:l ..... -~ l. l. 01 m 0... u U 9BB _.1_ 
• 80 ~ 100 60 
:] .75 50 90 .70 ............... ' II I I I , I I I I , ." 
40 
• 65 80 ~ 
.60 
70 ~ 30 .55 E 1.3 20 
.50 
60 10 ( 1.2 '" '" • 45 \ try uuo 00 ~. , 
L :J .................... .40 . 50 0 
. ~ t -10 i. 1 
. 30 
40 . 
.25 f -20 30 F 1.0 
• 20 ~ -30 
.15 20 ~ -40 
.10 t 10 -50 ~ .9 
.05 
0. 00 OL-60'- .8 i1 ,.·a .. 1I1I1I.ailli"illildil81 j pili 1111 .. 1I1111.liIa 1iI1l1-aa ililiil1illillililill I. I I I I 
C 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 









!l.. QI /I) OJ DES VAR TYP CYC rJ.. E 0 0 
II 
.., 
3L 5035 .., .... to r: 0 :; 
01 > /I) 
/I) L 
.... VT 1.433. 10S% RECHARGE -. call wltGgo III L .... ODD .....-
L :J 01 Il.. U U ---_OIl edit 
.90 [ 
.75 






















,······,······ •••••••••••••••• c. e ••• · 
• 10 .9 
.05 
0.00 L • EJ 9 e B '9.m 8 B A .A'p, 8 B e 'e.e. B A e '&P, e 8 9 . 'be: e B 8 .8.8. e e e . AlP. 9 A I ; : , ! 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 eo 90 100 










L L (I) Q.. 
· ao r 100 
.75 
.70 I 90 
.65 [ ao 
.60 
.55 ~ 70 
• 50 ~ 60 
'" • 45 -.l 
.40 I 50 
• 35 
• 30 ~ 40 
































DES VAR TYP CYC 
30 10514 
VT 1. 463, 107% RECHARGE 
ir 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ") 
-'~ 
..... ",,11 ""1tag. 000_ 
-..-.... _ _ .1 __ 








-eot .at .. 1 •• 1 •• 1 •• 1 •• 1 •• ' •• 1 •• 1. ,I •• 1 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
TI!>1E IN MINUTES 
I i ,. 






a. III Dt.S VAR TYP CYC bm (D E m a. 0 0 
... 3E 10517 0'" II ... ... !O I.. 0 :::J I: > 01> m II VT 1.448, 108% RECHARGE -.. call ... Itclgo I.. 0 I.. ... ODO~ 
"tI II :::J ... -~ I.. I.. II (I) II.. U U IIB9 _ .1 to ado 
.80 r 100 r 60 r 1.5 
.75 t 
90 t 50 .70 
40 t 1.4 





.50 60 ~ I -0 .45 10 1.2 rnouuu~ 00 
.40 50 0 \ ' 000 00 coo 00 0 
.35 
-10 1. 1 \ 
.30 40 
.25 -20 30 F 1.0 
.20 -30 
.15 20 
-40 f [ ....... • • 
----------
•• •• •• - ------ -- - -.. 




0.00 L 01..-60 L 
.8 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
TIME IN MINUTES 
i'q. e;i!:ii&liPQ~~",,'ik~ ~ ) .. ,.~,j,"'\mt_,...-;-.i1" .. _~~~'~~.-""'tlffi· - ,,'P' '0- .... , __ ._~ • ...., _ .... ~_ u""""-'_''''''''''"'''-~'''''''', 
" ... 0.. 11/ DES VAR TYP CYC • m m I.. 0.. E 0 
.... m 0 
.... 0 .... 11/ 
.... 
-
3F 10539 ~ I.. 0 ::l C > CD> (1) (J VT 1.463, 110% RECHARGE -- ... 11 w1tago m I.. 
-
oao~ "tJ (J I.. 
I.. I.. ::l ~ -~ (I) Q.. U U BB& _01_ 
.00 t 100 r 60 f 1.5 
.75 50 
.70 90 . 
40 ~ 1.4 
.65 L 80 
.60 
70 ~- 30 .55 E 1.3 20 
.50 
60 f '" 
'" 10 r 1.2 .45 
::~ [ 50 ... 0 t -10 t. 1. 1 
.30 - 40 
.25 ~ -20 3(1 
.20 ~ r 1.0 
-30 ~ 
.15 L 20 
-40 
• 10 ~ ~ .9 10 
-50 
.05 
0.00 o L -60 L .Sl...L....r. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 11. 1'1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1'1 I •• I' I 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 




























.80 r 100 
75· 
: 70 [ 90 
60f 
.65 ~ 80 
.60 ~ 
.55 t 70 
.50 






o • 40 ~ 50 
.35 L 












10 r -50 


















DES VAR TYP eye 
3G 10572 





- .. 11 '1Dltaglt 
-~ 
--E&I Srd .' oda 
vow 00 QUU ~ 
au eoo co coo ou 
1. 1 fV cue 0 c 0 c c oW 
1.0 
/8 9 e 
, A Bpe 9a epB. 
.9 
at. '" , .. , .. ," .. , .. , ," ," , .. " 
• 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
TIME IN MINUTES 
... D.. m DES VAR TYP CYC • 0 E m L D.. 0 
.,0 0 ., 
0" (I ., .... 3H 10389 ~ L 0 :l C > m> 0 (I VT 1.463, 109:( REOiRRGE _ .. n ..,11:c1g1 0 L .... 000 .....-
"tJ (I L .... 
L L :l (I -~ ('I) a.. u u __ .1_ 
··TOO~ 50 f 1. 5 ~ &. •• ••• •• 
.75 50 
.70 ~ 90 
1.4 
.65 t 80 t. 40 / .60 30 70 1.3 
.55 20 I .50 60 0 
.45 10 1.2 
~ 
.40 50 o [ ~ coo ceo b~ _____________ 
.35 
-10 1. 1 ~ 
.30 40 
.25 -20 30 ~ 1. a f·· •• ...... $ 0 ~..--... 
.20 -30 
.15 20 E bDo _ ft oUlJl.S 
-40 
.10 t .9 10 
-50 
.05 
0.00 L OL-50~ .8 I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I~ 
P 10 ~ 30 ~ ~ 60 ro 00 00 100 





0'" CD !O I.. :l 01> (j) 
Ql 
'tJ CD 
I.. I.. (I) a.. 
.80 r 100 r 60 , 
.75 t 90 ~. 50 
.70 
.65 , t 40 80 
.60 E 30 
.55 70 F 20 
.50 




• 35 ~ 40 t -10 
• 30 ~ 
.25 ~ t -20 30 
.20 ~ t -30 
, 
.15 t 20 ~ -40 
.10 I 
10 r -50 
.05 t 





















DES VAR TYP CYC 
31 10427 
VT 1.463, 108% RECHARGE 
/ ~~ 
/ 




L _ _ f B j 
1.2t BB~ ,,:: ::::;:::VP""'" . ::; :; ::  
1. 1 -Fe 0 C 0 U ceo C 0\5 
1.0 
.S r 
.at, ," ," ,I •• 1, .', ,'. ," ,I •• 1, ,I 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 101" 
TIME IN MINUTES 
, 
... 
• II! hili a.. 
o~ II 




L L (I) a.. 




.65 ~ 80 
.60 
.55 L 70 




.40 I 50 
.35 
.30 ~ 40 
.25 ~ 30 
.20 
.15 L 20 
.10 I 10 
.05 
























DES VAR TYP CYC 
3J 10395 
VT 1.454, 112" REOiRRGE .... C8l1 ... 1tegl 
_....c 
-~ __ eltcdo 
10 r 1.2 r ..... r T W U U U U U 00 '-.,., 
o f. ~ ! .,.,0,....,0 ...... 0 ... 0...... 0"""0...."0,..,0.,...,0....,,0,..,0,.....,, . 
I 




-40 I .9 
:: .8 B,a·a pBlaa B ep,ama Bp,sa· pp'aea 9P,lr e a PR,alrS RR,Ir' I " 
o 10 20 30 40 50 80 ~ 80 ~ ~ 
TIME IN MINUTES 
----<'- --.- .. - '""" """"'.'~~ >=.. _< __ --..:c'_ .,-
- a. OJ DES VAR TYP CYC L 0 E m a. 0 
.&>0 0 
.&> 3K 10043 o.&> CJ .&> -!O L I: 0 :J > Ill> 0 CJ VT 1.443, 118" RECHARGE '++<> cell ... 1 .. 0 L 
-
OOO~ 1:) CJ L 
-l L :J CJ -~ (I) a.. u u 889 _ elaotroda 




40 ~ 1.4 
.65 80 
.60 
70 l 30 
.55 E 1. 3 ~ 20 
.5Q 
60 ~ 
1: [ 1.2 t .45 \1/ -~ " Co Co ceo 00 cu 
.43 50 
.35 
-10 t 1. 1 
.30 
40 




10 F:: f .9 .05 
0.00 o -60 
.SO 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 SO 90 100 
TIME IN MINUTES 































a.. !II m DES VAR TYP eye E 0 0 




- po-.. u u BB9 3rod .1 __ 






-- 00 coo co 0 I
rc co 000 ~ 




.8 &,.,,&& BAlsaS ee,&fI& ep'Rla.e. 6 81 &&& ABaSeS 89.&8.S eB,e, I, , , 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
TIME IN MINUTES 
.... a.. 01 DES VAR TYP CYC • m E m L a.. 0 ~m 0 ..., 3D 17172 o~ 01 ..., -
.!O L J: 0 :::l CJ > ~ call ""\ tago 01> m VT 1.473, 108% RECHARGE m L 
-
000 "'"""'t ~ G L :::l - .... ~, 01 (I') a: u u eee Srd .1.ctroda 
:: f 100 I 60 r 1.5 r I I I. I I I I I I I I I 
.70 90 
50 
40 ~ 1.4 
.65 80 
.60 
70 ~ :30 .55 E 1.3 20 
-
.50 
60 t 0 10 r 1.2 Q\ 
.45 
.40 t 50 ~ 0 f -10 t. 1. 1 • :35 40 
• :30 
90 r -20 r 1. 0 I .. . ....... ~ ~ - .....--.25 \ . . I •• 
- - - - - - -----
.20 -:30 







10 20 :30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
TIME IN MINUTES 
..... a.. 01 DES VAR TYP CYC • (I) E m b(l) a.. 0 0 
... 3E 17116 0'" (I ... 
-20 I.. c: 0 :J (I > 
.... ",,11 ..,1 &ago CD> (I) VT 1.428. 199" RECHARGE (I) I.. 
-
ooo~ 
"'0 (I I.. 
-I.. I.. :J (I -~ (I) n. u u l1li 1!rd .I~ 
• eo r 100 f : ( 1.5 f 
.75 . 
II IF III II 11)-......+..+ 
• 70 90 
40 1.4 b 
.65 80 
.60 
70 ~ 30 




60 f 0 10 r 1.2 ..... 
.45 
.40 50 r 0 
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